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Center for the Study of Evaluation

The mission of the Center for the Study of Evaluation is to conduct
inquiry, from a variety of perspectives, into the nature of educational
programs and services. Our commitment to inquiry into the field of
evaluation grows from the belief that school practices and the compe-
tencies and satisfactions of those who participate .in the educational
enterprise can benefit from information collected in accordance with so-
cial science methodologies. Activities of CSE involve study of the
instruments and methodologies for collecting information as well as the
sociopolitical contexts of educational decisions as a means of contribu-
ting to the long-range growth in effectiveness of public education.

Information about CSE and its publications may be obtained by
writing to:

Director, Public Information
Center for the Study of Evaluation
UCLA Graduate School of Education
Los Angeles, California 90024
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ABSTRACT

The materials in this volume were developed for use in a series of
conferences on testing and instruction sponsored by the National.Institute
of Education,' in collaboration with the United States Office of Education,
the UCLA Center for the Study of Evaluation, and a network of research and
development agencies. They are intended for use by school practitioners
and others concerned with the development or selection of tests geared
toward local curricula and objectives. The materials were tried out and
validated in.a processthatbegan- before the conferencet, continued
during the cotiferences, and was completed via external review and final
modification after the conferences.

The volume provides procedures for selecting or developing tests that
are instructionally relevant and technically sound. It-offers two
procedures to be used in the test development process, and 'two to help
make the test selection prodess moel systematic. The pfocedures for
test developmeRTFOTEn domain specifications, and item review for
congruence with these specifications._ The prckedures for test selection
are concerned with a test's relevance and its technical properties.

Domain specifications connect learning outcomes to instructional
content and the assessment of learning. They are developed so that the

test maker will understand instructional intentions and so develop
Fp_rogfiate test items. Specifications provide rules for describing the
omain, generating items, and setting their linguistic and cognitive

complexity. Item review deals with how well test items reflect the content
of the domain and-follow the rules for item generation.

The test selection procedures consider a test's instructional
relevance and itstechnical quali\ties. Instructional relevance is judged

ih terms of how well the test matches specified skills and objectives.
Technical qualities are judged in terms of what the test measures, how
it was developed, its appropriateness for the-examinees, and the scores
it reports and the interpretations they permit.

The volume contains a training unit .and practice materials for each of ,
these four procedures. Included with the training materials is a
facilitator's guide used by the person designated to provide the training.



PREFACE

The materials in this book are intended to be used in the provision

of training for making, choosing, and using tests. The history of

their development and validation is as follOws.

In the Spring of 1979, the National Institute of Education, in

collaboration with the United States Office of Education, the UCLA

Center for the Study of Evaluation (CSE), and members of i nation-wide

network of research and development agencies, sponsored a national

colloquy on the role of testing in the public schools. Eight regional-

conferences were held as a vehicle to share information among

approximately 1200 participants. These people came from the community,

parent groups, and the professions of teaching, educational research,

policy, and administration, and represented local, state, and national

interests. Of Prime_signific'ance was the conference theme that testing

could have an *portant role in improving the effectiveness of instruction,

but that much remained to be understood about testing needs and problems.

Each conference involved presentations from national and regional

figures in testing and instruction. The conferences also provided initial

training opporturity in test development and test selection to acquaint

perticipants further with some of the newer ideas in the field. The

opportunity to provide this kiiid of training has led to the development

of the materials contained in this book. The substance of the materials

derived from earlier NIE funded.work at CSE, and consisted of materials

dealing with (1) test development including domain-referenced test

specifications and item review procedures, and (2) test selection from

the standpoints of a test's instructional relevance for a given curriculum,

and its technical and practical merits.

a'



Before the materials were presented at the regional- conferences, they

were tried outjin two loCal field settings.- These local try-outs led

to initial materials revision and the development of a facilitator's guide

to be followed by the person using the materials to provide training. /
The materials were subject to a-second period of review on the basfi of

the first two or three region/al tonferences, after which further revisions

were made'. We felt, however, that the materials, given-their potential

for use by and effect on classroom teacheri, should be subject to further.

review by external experts, after all eight &inferences had been conducted.

External consultants reviewed the -materials in terms of their

methodological soUndness, the releVance and accuracy of the domain

specification examples they provide, and from the standpoint of classroom

application -- are, they potentially useful to teachers? are they

sufficiently comprehensive to allow users to consider development of a

wide variety of assessment devices? are exemplary materials relevant and

accurate? In addition, both external reviewers examined the facilitator's

guide accompanying the materials. Concurrent with these reviews, the

materials were tried out once again with teaching and central office staff

of a school district.

After the reviews and the trial, the materials were subject i(5'.a,

final level of scrutiny -- this time .by CSE staff with a background in

tests and testing and who represented classroom experience and content

knowledge in the skills dealt with in the materials.

These CSE,staff (1) independently of each other ind of the external

reviewers provided detailed dritiques,of the materials and made suggestions

for revision; (2) examined the results of the critiques made by the

//
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'
external reviewers, and (3) made ippropriate changes to the training

materials and the accompanying facilitator's guide. These changes are

incorporated in the present materials.

The entire package of materials views the test development or

selection processin-terms of specified content areas and instructional

strategy. In doing this, they begin the first step in linking the

results of testing to instructional practice, thereby improving the

effectiveness of instruction.

The materials in the book provide domain-referenced procedures for

making, choosing, and using tests. The book offers two procedures to
I

be used where there is reasonable control over the test development

process; e.g., in the design of, a district testing program or the/

development of teacher-made tests. It offers two procedures to be used

for making test selection more systematic; e.g., in cases where the

test is prepared by others such as a commercial test firm or a consultant.

The procedures for te:t development (1) provide a blueprint for writing.

dompin-referenced test specifications and,(2) a technique for reviewing

test items for congruence with the written specifications. The

procedures-for test selection are concerned with (1) a test's instructidnal

relevance for a given curriculum and (2) a test's technical and practical

merits.

Domain specifications connect learning outcomes to instructional

content and the assessment of learning. They are developed so that

someone reading them will understand instructional intentions and the

means of achieving these intentions, and thus be able to develop

appropriate test items. Specifications define the instructional content

and the skills the teacher will teach and the student is expected to

iv



learn. Description of instruction includes materials used, time spent

on them, activities and practice for the student, and what the teacher

do.. The specifications identify the content areas emphasized in

instruction which will, be the basis for testing at the end of instruction.

Test questions are written to provide a valid sampling of learning under

the conditions described. The specifications include rules for domain

description, setting instructionalcontent, generating test items,

,specifying test format and directions, and setting linguistic and cognitive

complexity. Tests developed in this manner provide a sensitive assessment

of what the student has learned and can lead to prescription responding

to test diagnosis.

Item review takes place after the test has been developed. The

review process deals with the ex ent to which a test item reflects the

content_of the_domain;_hoW well .he item matches-the-domain affects the

degree to which test performance is an accurate indicator of student

performance. The review allows one,to judge the degree to which the

item belongi in the hypothetical set of items described in the

specifications and how well it matches instructional content. It allows

the item to be judged in terms of its fit with the domain description,

contenflimits, item generation rules, test format and directions, and

linguistic and cognitive complexity.

The-procedures asOciated with test selection begin with the premise

that a test's relevance for a given curriculum should be judged by

comparing its items with specific curriculum skills in order to select

the most instructionally relevant test. The procedures involve a series

of judgments about one's own curriculum objectives and the degree to

which these objectives are reflected in a candidate test or tests. The



procedures are especially relevant for decisions about major tests such

/
as school- or district-wide achievement tests. The process allows test

selectipndetisions, further, to be shared by teachers, curriculum

developers, test specialists, and administrators.

Test selection should also consider a test's technical merits. The

pkocedures in book deal with'a range of-test features to be used in

judging test quality; e.g., the objectives it measures, the adequacy of

\

its development process, how it was validated, its appropriateness

for the intended examinees, h ig it is administered, and how its scores

!are reported and what interpr tations they permit.
\

\

Included with the book of training materials is the facilitator's

\b

_

1

guide which begins after the gl,ssary of terms. This guide is intended

/
1

for use by a wprkshop facilitator who will use the guide to provide

training in test development and\test selection. This guide (1) describes

the materials in the training modles, (2) discusses the Ipurposes of the
..

\

training, and (3)deals with thle advantages accruing froll the domain-
'

\

referenced approach to making, choosing, and using tests.

The guide provides the actual training procedures associated with

each of the for modules -- (1) domain specifications, (2) item review,

(3) test's relevance for a given curriculum, and (4) tesit's technical
!

and practical merits.

The guide describes the stef:by-step details for organizing and

conducting the training. It includes the\verbal instructions the

facilitator provides to the participants ad provides the facilitator

\

with the necessary points to cover in discussion periods. The guide allows

the training to be conducted by someone who\is not necessarily an expert

in tesis and testing.

v i



1.1

INTRODUCTION TO MODULE ON DOMAIN-REFERENCED TESTING

Domain-referenced test specifications define the content of a specific

subject matter area tnd the skills or behaviors within that area which the
I

teacher will teach and which the student is expected to learn. Test qUestions

on the given subject are written to provide a valid sampling of student learn-

ing under the conditions described in the domain specifications. Because

they are.uilt around specific instructional content and behavioral goals,

tests developed in this !Tanner can provide a more sensitive, accurate assess-
1

ment of what the learner has learned.

Domaihlreferencul tests require, by definition
1'

test'specifications.

Test specifications insure tests that are public 7 both teachers and students

know what will be tested and how. In other words, stUdents do not have to

spend,energy guessing in order to know what to study for

an upcoming test. Since test specifications form a blue print from which

many items can be written, domain-referenced testing is economical - financial,

psychological, and time costs are cut. In addition, since teachers can write

test specifications and test items, and since the test specifications are

based, right\from the start, on teachers' instructional goals, domain-refer-
\ ,

enced testing is meaningful_AO teachers. Since test specificAions counter

.the mystery of tests and guard against the flippant ind arbitrary test maker,

domain-referenced testing is also meaningful to students. Above all, domain-

referenced tests are instructionally sensitive. Through solid, precise,

aecurate and thoughtful test specifitations, domain-referenced tests can get

at howimuch of.the intended instructional content has really been learned.

Domain-referenced tests, thanks to their test specifications, can help teachers

answer questions about students and about teaching: Is there a way to measure
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what I plan to teach? What form should that test take? How can I design a

test so that I know Wty my students have missed a correct answer? How much

Aof what I plan to cover will a student learn by the time of the test? Where

.is the best. place to pick up and review material so students will master all

the content by my next test.

Because a domain descrfption is, by definition, all the possible examples ,

/ and situations of behaviors, skills and knowledge in'a specific content area, it

is necessary to state the limits of the domain, hence'Content Limits; This in-

dicates to both the student and the teacher those items which will be stressed

during the course. It will never be possible to actually test students on

every situation in the domain description; each test ttem will be only one

sample of that domain as restricted by the content limits. for these reasons,

the teacher and the test-maker want to be as precise as possible in'describing

the domain, id writing test items congruent with the domain and of course, in

providing appropriate instruction anerelevant practtce. The domain specifi-

cation should be so clear that anyone reading it would know what instruction

is implied, and therefore could use it to write test items to measure,those

instructional outcomes.

'The following pages provide instructions for writing domain-referenced

specifications,'as well as examples of such specifications. The examples

provided cover a variety of subje ts (English, mathematics, science, social

studies) and grade levels (secondary'elementary). :Instructions include a

description of the components of test specifications for different kinds of
-

items.

The appendices include a list of locations where existtngurrtculum

objectives, aomain-referenced test specifications and test items may be
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obtained and they also include a copy of Bloom's annotated cognitive-domain

taxonomy, a Classification of teaching/learning proAsses from simple to

complex.

;



1.4

EXPLANATION AND SAMPLES-OF DOMAIN SPECIFICATIONS

CONTENT- LIMITS--

,

DOMAIN DESCRIPTION

A. ExplanatiOn- The domain description provides a broad, operational
definition of-the behavior expected of the test taker in a par-
ticular content area. This may be an objective or an explanation
of a tatk, its components or performance conditions.

B. Samples of Domain Descriptions

1. Math :-identifYing shaPes as trianglei.

2. English-Mechanics --applying capitalization rules.

3. English-Written - writing a well organized grammatically
correct paragraph in which a position is taken and
supported.

A. Explanation - The content limits establish tne range-of-eligible
content from whiChAest items may be writtenthis may include
rules foe-creating questions andlor-USing prompts, cues, or
additional materials (e.g., pictures, graphs, reading selections ).

1,-

For Selected 1..spoistatns:
A selected response item asks the test taker to choose an answer
from a number of given alternatives (e.g., true-false, matching,
multiple.choice). Content limits for selected response items
define and restrict the characteristics of the item stem and any .

additional material included im the presentation of the question
or problem.

For-Constructed Response Items:
Unlike the selected response item, constructed response items ask
\the test taker to create, not choose, and answer. Essay tests,
demonstrations (e.g., driving test, cooking), drawings, oral

, responses,'are alT "constructed" responses. Content limits for
constructed responses define and restrict the prompt,- and where .

appropriate, the-Conditions, setting or context surrounding the .

testing.

B. Samples of Content Limits-
,/

_

1. Math - the item stem will ask the test taker'to select the
triangle from among four shapes, only one of which ii a:
triangle.

2. English-Mechanics - the item stem will ask the test taker to
select the word that is improperly capitalized in a given .

sentenee: The sentence will contain at least four capitalized
words, one of which is improperly capitalized according to
capitalization rules.
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Composition -- Thettopic presented to the students will be
onewi-thwhich almost all high school students would be
familiar, (e.g., a topic dealing with a situation commonly
encountered in daily living).

The topic will embOdy aOssue which permits the students to
write inifavor of or opposed to theproposition presented.

One sentence will provide a brief background regarding the
issue, and will explain both the pro and con positions. This
sentence Will be.labeled: Background.

The background sentence will be followed by the Assignment
'which will consist of this sentence: -"Write ak paragraph in
which you are eithef in favor of, or opposed to, a (insert a
brief description of one side of the issue). Be sure.to
support the position you have taken."

DISTRACTOR DOMAIN

A. Expranation - The distractor.domain gives the wrong answers that
may be used as alternatives for the selected response item. Based
upon specific categories of errortypesothe distractor domain
defines these categories of wrong answers, providing rules for
generating distractors for the item.

B. Samples of Distractor Domain

1. Math - distractors will be drawn form the set of shapes that-
are lacking in one of the following characteristics:
3 sides
straightness
closed figures

2. English-Mechanics distractors will be drawn from words in the
sentence that are properly capitalized according to capitaliza-
tion rules.

RESPONSE CRITERIA \

\

A. The response criteria establishes the rules and criteria,for/
judging the quality of the test taker's generated responst fpr the
constructed response items.

\/

B. .Samplet. of ReSponse Criterie
7

il

1. Two major judgment strategies can in employed in gradi g the
studentS' writing samples. The first is a separate c iteria
procedure,,where the paragraphs are given,points according ,to
how well they,meet distinct criteria (such as those to be set
forth below). The second is a holistic judgment approach,
where a single-, overall assessment ismede of each paragraph.
While it is true that in the holistic approach one still employs
judgmentalcriteria, such as how well a paragraph is organized,
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these criteria are applied in a more general sense rather than
in the criterion-by-criterion manner characteristic of the
separate criteria approach.

2. Individuals who will be judging the paragraphs must be trained
prior to their actual judging of the paragraphs. Judges should
read the-same paragraph, give their judgments independently,
then share these judgments and discuss their reasons with the
other judges. Disagreements regarding the meanings-of certain
criteria should be resolved. This process should be continued
until judges agree on how to apply criteria to score the para-
graphs.

3. During the actual judgirig of the paragraphs,, it is desirable to
have each paragraph judged independently by twp judges, with a
third judge being called on to resolve disagreements.

4. The following criteria might be useful-in judging the paragraphs.
Clearly, each would have to be exPlicated by the judges reading
the paragraphs.

Organization

The student has written about the assigned topic.

The paragraph includes a topic sentence which states a
position regarding the assigned topic.

All other sentences in the paragraph support the topic
sentence.

Mechanics

Complete sentences ire used rather than fragment or run-
on sentences.

Words are spelled correctly.

Punctuation fs appropriate.

In applying the above criteria in the separate criteria
approach, a predetermined number of points per criterion
would be awarded to the paragraph,according to how well it
satisfied each criterion. ,For example, a 1-2-3-4-5 scale
or a 1-2-3 scale might be used to indicate the extent to
which the paragraph displayed acceptable'spelling, punctua-
tion, etc.

Judges might use the above criteria in,a holistic grading
approach, but the criteria would be Oplied in an overall,
rather than separate, fashion.

FORMAT

A. Explanation - The format section of the test specifications describes
the lay out or form of the test.

I 7
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B Samples of Format

1. Math - multiple choice: Four shapes as response alternatives,
only one of which is a proper triangle.

2. English-Mechanics - multiple choice: one sentence with four
lords or word groups fromthe sentence as response alternatives,
one of which is incorrectly capitalized or left uncapitalized.

3. English-Written - constructed response: 3 paragraph expository
prose prompt presented aurally and written; lined notebook paper
provided for essay response.

DIRECTIONS

A. E xplanation - The directions section of the test specifications
\ provides the actual set of directions to be used or rules for gener-
\ting directions.

B. SiMples of Directions

1. Matht- Look at the four shapes below.. Only one is a triangle.
Mark an X on the shape that is a triangle.

. English-Mechinics - Select the word that is improperly capital-
ized.

3. English-Written - In this section you must write a paragraph
about an issue. In your paragraph be sure to take a pro or con
position regarding the issue and support the position you have
taken. Make sure your paragraph is well organized. Use com-
plete spelling and punctuation. Write on the paper provided.

SAMPLE ITEM

A. Explanation - This section contains an example intended to guide test
developers in writing items.

B. Samples of Sample Items:

1. Math - Look at the four shapes below. Only one is a triangle.
Mark an X on the shape-that is a triangle.

2. English-Mechanics
My Grandmother gave me a Timex watch for Christmas.
Select theword that is improperly capitalized.

A. My
B. Grandmother
C. Timex
D. Christmas
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3. English-Writtan
Background: Some people think that theiv should be letter grades

given for high school classes, while other people
\ believe that all classes should be graded as either
\ pass or fail.

Assignment Write a paragraph in which you are either in favor
of, or opposed to, a pass/fail grading system in high
school.

In this selion you must write a paragraph about an issue. In

your paragr,ph be sure to. take a pro or con position regarding
the issue and support the position you have taken. Make sure
your paragraph is, well organized. Use complete sentences Od
correct spelling and punctuation. Write on the paper provid0.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR WRITING DOMAIN SPECIFICATIONS

Before beginning to write your domain specifications there are several

important decisions to make. These include decisions about the sub'ect

matter that is eligible for testing purposes, the grade level factors af-
,

fecting the complexity and readibility of your items, the type of items you

wish to use, and the difficulty level of the processes you wish the test

takers to use in demonstrating their knowledge. Take a few minutes now to

make these decisions.

What is the general subjectarea or content of the test (e.g.,
Spanish, basic math operations, social studies skills)?

What is the curriculum objective within this content area (e.g.,
conjugating comMon irregular Spanish verbs, solving 2-step math story
problems, interpreting graphs)? You will note that the domain
description, which is the first step of a domain specifiafTEF, often
paraphrases the curriculum objective.

hat is the grade level of the test takers (e.g., grade 6 o. third-
y ar'French)? What reading level is appropriate?
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What difficultylevel it desired for the,test? This should be directly
related to the level of instruction and type.of practice test takers
have been given. See a summary of Bloom's Taxonomy of the Cognitive
Domain in this material (e.g., recognition or recall to facts? applica-
tion or synthesis of given information?).

What type of items do you warit to use on the test? These may include
selected responses, where the test taker chooses an answer from a list
of alternatives (e.g., true-false, matching, multiple choice) or
constructed responses, where the test taker creates the response (e.g.,
essay test, a demonstration, or an oral response).

Now you are ready to start writing your specifications. They should

be tackled one section at a time. If you are writing a constructed response

item, that,is, one for which students must create their own answer rather
,

than choose one from several alternatives, your specification will contain
A

the following components: Domain DescriPtion, Content Limits, Response

Criteria, Format, Directions, Sample Item. If your item will be a selected

response item, your specification will include: Domain Description, Content

LImits, Distractor Domain, Format, Directions, Sample Item.



In the following pages, space has been provided for writing each

part of the domain specification. Brief descriptions of what should be

included for each section head each page. For further reference,

sample specifications are provided at the end of this module.

For this'exercise, select one of the four objectives below to

use as the domain description for your specifications.

1. Graphing a given set of data.

2. Solving mathematical w d problems involving the foUr basic

operations and numbers in d b4inal form.

3. Discriminating compound words from other words and dividing

the compound words into their component parts.

4. Interpreting and using information on a map to answer questions.

Subject-Area

Grade Level

WRITE YOUR OWN DOMAIN SPECIFICATION

Difficulty Level

Type of Items
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Domain Description

Definition. The domain description provides a broad, operational

definition of the behavior expected of the test taker in a particular

content area. This may he an ob ective or an explanation of a task, its

components, or performance conditions.

Write your own domain description by paraphrasing the curriculum

objective you have chosen.



Content Limits - Selected Responses

The content limits establish the range of eligible content from

which test items may be written, This may inc.lude rules for creating

questions and for using prompts, cues, or additional materials (e.g.,

pictures, graphs, reading selections).

A selected response item asks the test taker to choose an answer

from a number of given alternatives (e.g., true-false, matching, multiple

choice). Content limits for selected response items define and restrict

the characteristics of the item stem and any additional material included

in the presentation of the question or problem.
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Content Limits - Constructed Responses

The content limits establish the range of eligible content from

which test.items may be written. This may include rules for creating

questions and for using prompts, cues, or additional materials (e.g.,

pictures, graPhs, reading selections).

Unlike the selected response item, constructed response items isk

the test taker to create, not choose, an answer. Essay tests, demonstra-

tions (e.g., driving test, cooking), drawings, oral responses, are all /

"constructed" responses. Content limits for constructed responses define

and restrict the prompt, and where appropriate, the conditions, settiog,

or context surrounding the testing.
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Distractor Domain - Selected Response Items'Only

The distractor domain gives the wrong answers that may be used as

alternatives for the selected response item. Based upon specific cate-

gories of error types' the dittractor domain defines these categories of

wi.4-answers, providing rules for Oneratinr distractors for the item.

'
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0

Response Criteria - Constructed Response Items Only

The response criteria establish the rules and criteria for judging

the quality of the test taker's generated response for the constructed

response items.

9

ti

t..



The format section of the test specifications describes the lay out

or the form of the test.
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Directions

The directions section of the test specifications provides the actual

iet of directions to be used or rules for generating direction&
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Sample Item

The sample item is an example intended to guide test developers in

writing items. Write a test item according to the rules you have outlined

in the domain specification.



SAMPLE DOMAIN SPECIFICATIDNS



Grade Level

Subject:

It:lacir7ption

Content
Limits:

Distractor
Domain:

Format:

1.20

: Grade 5

English

Using correct. capitalization in paragraphs adapted from
: a standard fifth grade test of a practical/informative

nature.

The student will be presented with a paragraph of at least
six sentences., in which all the capital letters have been
omitted. Reading level should be fifth grade or lower.
The test questions will consistof identifying the words
which must be capitalized in a sentence from the paragraph.
these words may include: the first word of a sentence;
the names of languages, people, schools; days of the week;
months of the year; places and buildings; titles of books
or movies.

The student will be asked to correctly identify all the
words in one sentence which need to be capitaliziato make
the sentence correct.

The distractors may include: a) omission of one word(s)
within the given sentence which should be capitalized; or
b) listing of a word or words in the given sentence which
should not be capitalized.

Each sentence of the paragraph will be numbered. Each
question will be multiple choice, with four words or groups.

. ,of words listed as possible responses.

Directions: The directions will be given: "Choose the letter which lists
all the capitalized words needed to make the given sentence
correct."

1. of all my high school friends, i remember jim the best.
2. he had a way of making adventures out of everyday events$
3. one sunday i remember in particular; it was a beautifu
day in may. 4. i looked out the window, watching the sun-
light dance on the columbia river. 5. my mom interrupted
my daydreams, reminding me about my homework for my german
class. 6. i started flipping through my history book, the
american re ublic, to avoid beginning the german grammar.
77-7Tain y a hissing voice outside the window attracted my
attention. 8. it was jim; he was readifor his favorite
activity, fishing. 9. we sneaked down the back stairs and
out the-back door..

Sample
Item:



1. In the first sentence, the following words should be
capitalized:

a. Of, I, Jim
b. High School
c. Of
d. Of, I
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Grade Level: Grade 9

Sub ect: English-punctuatiOn

Domain' Correctly punctuating given paragraphs adapted from a
Description: standard eighth grade text of a practical/informative

nature.

Content The student will be presented with one paragraph in which
Limits: all the correct punctuation marks have been omitted,

except for apostrophes in contractions (I'll), pos-
sessiveS (Jane's), dashes and semi-colons.

,

For each question, students will be asked to choose all
the correct punctuation marks which must be added'in a

given sentence to make the sentence correct. The punc-
tuation marks to be identified and added may include:

a. periods at the end of a declarative or imperative
sentence, after an abbreviation, or an initial

b. question marks-following an.interrogative sentence
c exclamattob point after an exclamatory sentence.or

interjection
d. colon after the salutation in a business letter,

to separate minutes and hours in eXpressions of time,
and before a series of things or events

e. quotation marks enclosing a quotation or a fragment
6fa quotation, the title of.a story or poem which
is part of a larger work

f. coMma in a date or address; to set off words such as
Irciiirr at the beginning of a sentence; to set off names
of persons,or Words (phrases) in apposition; to sepal-ate
words in a series, direct quotations, parallel adjectives,
parenthetical phrases; after introductory prepositional
phrases; before coordinate conjunctions; after the
salutation and closing in a friendly letter; to separate
a dependent clause from an independent clause in a complex
sentence.

Distractor The distractors may include:
Domain:

a. omission of necessary punctuation from the given sentence
or

b. Tr-illusion of punctuation which is not necessary or correct
in the given sentence
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Oirectiobs: The directions will be given: "Choose the letter of the
sentence which contains all th'e necessary punctuation marks
which will make the given sentence cor'rect." Each sentence
or group of sentences in the paragraph will be numbered.

.Format: Each question will be multiple choice, with four sentence
as possible responses.

,

Sample 1. If she starts to sing again I'll crack up 2. It is

Item: funny how it hurts to hold back a laugh 3. I was sitting
in the auditorium at 10:00 am and we were having a singing
rehearsal 'for graduation 4. Sit up Get off those shoulders
Think tall Sing tall Sing like this said Ms Small 5. I

knew that if she was going to tweet like a bird again I

would laugh 6. But I just could not laugh because Ms
Small would kick me out of the auditorium and that meant
Felson's office--and no graduation 7. La la la--sing
children Sing with your hearts said Ms Small 8. I couldn't

hold it 9.'She was so funny I almost rolled of the audi-
torium seat 10. The other students didn't laugh;but me
I sounded like Santa Claus 11. It became quiet for a
second 12. What are you doing Joe I know it is you'
Present yourself to Mr Felson at once that voice said
13. Ms Small is a foot shorter than a tall Coke but she
has the bark of a hungry hdund dog

1. The first sentence should be written:

a. If she starts to sing again I'll crack up.
b. If she, starts to sing again, I'll crack up
c. If she starts to sing again, I'll crack up.
d. If she starts, to sing again, I'll crack up.,

/ II



Grade Level:

SubJect:

Domain
Description:

Content
Limits:
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Grade 8

Introduction to Algebra

Using four basic Arithmetic operations ind Oie properties of
equations and inequalities determine solutiOn let of linear
open sentences with one unknown quantity.

1. Stimuli include a number sentence with/one. unknown
quantity, represented by a lower cas;pletter in italics,
and an array of.five solution sets o 'tingle answers,

--Cmly one of which is correct.

2. Number sentences may be statements of equalities or
inequalities.

3. The number sentence may require the use of any of the
following properties in its. solutOn: adding or sub-
tracting equal quantities from both sides, multiplying
or dividing both sides by equal positive quantities,
multiplying or dividing both Oyes by equal negative
quantities.

4. Factoring may be a requisite operation for solving the
equation.

5. Application of the dtstributive property of multiplica-
tion may be required for solving the equation.

6. Number sentences will have no more than five terms. Both
fractions and decimals may be used, but not in the-same,
expression. Terms with exponents (powers) may appear in
the number sentence only/if they cancel out and need not
be expanded. No higher'powers may be used.

7. Solution sets for equations and inequalities will be
drawn from the set of/positive and negative rational
numbers. The null set (0) may also be used as a correct
solution set.

8. The solution set for a particular number sentence may be
drawn from the set, of integers, or the set of positive
integers, if it is stated that the unknown, quantity in
that particular number sentence is an integer or a positive
integer.

Distractor 1. Distractors may be drawn from the set of wrong answers
Domain: resulting from errors involving any of the properties

discussed in 3, 4, or 5 above.
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2. Distracts may also be drawn from the set of wrong
answers ue to incomplete solution sets.

3. Distractors may not reflect errors due to wild guess-
ing.

4. "None of the above" is_not an acceptable alternative.

Format: The equation with one unknown will be presented. Fiye
resOonse alternatives, the correct response and four dis-
tractors, will'be listed below the equation.

Directions: Solve the equation. Then select the correct answer or
solution set from the 'choices given.

Sample
Item:

. 8n + 2 = 2n + 38; n =

a) n 3

I b) n 6

c) n = 4
d) n = 5
e) n = 7.6

2. If x is an integer and
16x < 32; x = ?

a) x = 48'
b) x c {.;.0, 1, 2)
c) x = 2
d) x <
e) x c {3, 4, 5...)

,
--

/r
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Grade Level: Secondary

Sub'ect: Life science - circulatory system

Domain Recognizing and differentiating the structures and functions
Description: of each of the circulatory systems.

Content
\Limits:

'Di'stractor

Format:

Directions:

Sample

1. Circulatory systems include: pulmonary circulation,
coronary circulation, systemic circulation (renal and
portal).

Heart structures eligible for identification and dif-
ferentiation of function include: left and right atria
(or auricles), left and right ventricles, pulmonary
artery and veins, systemic artery and veins, aorta,
valves..

Other structures eligible: v ins, arteries, capillaries,
femoral artery and vein, infe r vena cava and superior
vena cava, jugular vein and carotid artery, brachial ,

artery, and basilic vein, portal and renal veins and
arteries.

2. In items requiring labelling, a list of terms should be
provided including all correct terms and additional
relevant terms, from which the test taker may select
labels to wie.

1. Distractors should repreient misidentification of terms,
functions. \ .

. Distractors may include response6hat are incorrect
because they are incomplete or inadequate.

Each question will be multiple choiceith four response
alternatives, three distractors and one 'correct response.

Select the one correct answer.

Select the one correct answer. I"

1. assist the heart in pumping blood by
constricting and expanding as blood is pumped into them.

.a) Veins
" b) Capillaries

I c) Arteries
d) Valves
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Grade Level: Secondary

Subject: Life science - circulatory 'system

Domain Applying understanding of the circulation system to predict
Description: cause-effect relationships within the system.

Circulatory systems include: pulmonary circulation,
coronary circulation, systemic circulation (renal
and portal).

Heart structures eligible for identification and
differentiatton of function include: left and right,
atria (or auricles), left and right ventricles, pul-
monary artery and veins, systemic artery and veins,
aorta, valves.

Content 1.

Limits:

2.

Distractor
Domain:

2.

OR

Other structures eligible: veins, arteries, capil-
laries, femoral artery and vein, inferior vena cava
and superior vena cava,jugularvein and carotid artery,
brachial artery and basilic vein, portal and renal
veins and arteries.

Eligible cause-effect situations include: heart attack,
arteriosclerosis, injury to aorta or other major veins
and arteries (superior, inferior vena cava, jugular,
carotid, femoral veins/arteries, portal and renal veins
and artgries, brachial and basilic), high blood pressure,
pulse, heart murmur.

Items on cause=effect may present the cause and ask
the effect or vice versa. These items may be presented
pictorially, (e.g.,showing a blood clot in the coronary
artery). However, in these cases, all parts must be
'labelled for the student.

Distractori should represent misidentification of- terms,
functions.

Distractors .may include responses that are incorrect
because they are incomplete or inadequate for items
concerned with processes and systems only.

Response 1. For labellipg pictures, terms must be correct; spelling
Criteria: does not count. Partial credit may be given for correct



Format:
3iTiFfed Thequestfon will be multiple choice wlth fotir alternatives,

Response: three distilctors,,and ohe correct response.

4 OR
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labels in pictures requiring more than one response;
incorrect labelling that affects meaning (e.g., not
including the word artery or vein as in carotid),
should be counted as'incorrect.

Correct responses to the cause-effect constructed
responses must include all underlined points below.
artial credit may be awarded at the discretion of

t e teacher.

a. heart attack: clot in coronary artery preventing
the flow of blood to the heart; hearttissue
damaged or destroyed ude to lack of food and oxy-
on since blood can't reach cells.

. . \injury to major veins ind arteries: should differi
entiate che functions and locations of the given
'vein or ati.tery (femoral artery and vein; inferior
ilinuper or vena lova; jugular vein and carotid
artery; brachial artery and basilic vein; portal

,. and renal veins and arteries; aorta).

c.. arteriosclerosis: described as loss of elasticity
of artery walls which normally stretch and relax
with the pulsing'during heartbeat, Lost'elasticitY,

. 'often due t6,fatty,deposits en.the artery walls
(hardenins of the arteries), can treate abnorm3lly
.high blood pressure as-the blood.As pushed through
narrower ducts.

d. high blood pressure: could describe two possible
causes--exercise heart um s harder to supply more
ox en to the muscles and chan es to the blood
vesse s e.g., after osc eros s smaller tube way
WITTEcd flow increases pressure):

e. pulse and heartbeat: should describe the pumping
action of the heart as reflected in the,arteries,
stretching the arterial walli, pulse as accurate
indicator of heart action'.

f. heart murmur: must describe valve functions, normally
and their sound (ventricles contract and valves close;
ventricles relax and aorta valves close)21 Murmur
represents backflow of blood from incomplete or
improper valve closing.

\

M11000

4
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Directions:
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Constructed
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Item:

1,2g

the qUestion will-require filling in tilanks, labelling figures,
or-writing a,paragraph.

For multiple choice. items
.

OR

NM IMO select the one correct answer.

Complete each sentence. OR Label each part of the diagram
representing . OR Diagram (or describe) the
process througtff--Emeart.- OR Answer each question completely,.
including a description of causes, effects, parts, funttions or
processes mrhere necessary.

Answer completely, including a description *of parts or functions
where necessary.

ithat wOuld be the effect of injury to the carotid artery?
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Grade Level: Secondary

Subject: Life Science - circulatory system

Domain Explaining/describing the process of circulation
Description: (pictorial and verbal).

Content I. 'Circulatory 'systems include: pulmonary circulation,
Limits: coronary circulation, systemic circulation (renal

and portal).

Heart structures eligible fOr identification and
differentiation of function include: .Ieft and right
atria (or auricles), left and right ventricles, pul-
monarycartery and veins, systemic artery and veins,-.
aorta, valves.

Other structures eligible: veins, arteries, capillaries,
femoral artery and vein, inferior vena cava and superior
vena cava, jugularyein and carotid artery, brachial
artery and'basilic vein, portal and renal veins and
arteries.

Eligible cause-effect situations include: heart attack,
arteriosclerosis, injury to aorta or other major veins
and arteries (superior,-inferior vena cava, jugular,
carotid, femoral veins/arteries, portal and renal veins
and_arteries, brachial and basilic), high blood pressure,
pulse, heart murmur.

2. In items requiring diagramming, basic representations
should be provided so that test takers need only
supply labels and arrows.

3. In items requiring labelling, a list of terms should be
provided including all correct terms and additional
relevant terms, from which the test taker my select
labels to use (unless recall is being tested).

Distractor 1. Distractors should represent misidentification of terms,
Domain: funCtions.

2. Distractoft may include responseS\that are incorrect
. .

because they are incómplete or inadequate for items
concerned with processes and syst!.n156,

OR

Response
Criteria:

1. For labelling pictures, terms must be correct; spelling
does not count. .Partial credit may be given for correct
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labelt in pictures requiring more than one response;
incorrect labelling that affects meaning (e.g.not
including the word artery or vein as in carotid), should
be counted as incorrect.

2. Correct responses to the cause-effect-constructed re-
sponses must include all underlined points below. Partial
credit may be awarded at the discretion of the teacher.

a. hearCattack: clot in coronary artery preventing
the flow of blood to the heart; heart tissue damaged
or destroyed due to lack of food and oxygen since
blood cannot reach ce ls.

b. injury to major veins and arteries: should differt-
entiate the functions and locations of the given
vein or artery (femoral artery and vein; inferior
and superior vena cava; jugular-vein and carotid.
artery; brachial artery and basilic' vein; portal and
renal veins and arteries; aorta).

c. arteriosclerosis: 'described as loss of elasticity
of artery walls which normally stretch and relax
with the pulsing during heartbeat. Lost elasticity,,
often due to fatty deposits on the artery walls
(hardening of the arteries), can create abnormally
high blood pressure as the blood is pushed through
narrower ducts.

d. high blood pressure: could describe two possible
causes--exercise (heart pumps harder to supply more
oxygen to the muscles), and changes to the blood
vessels (e.g., arteriosclerosis-smaller tube way for
El-Oaflow increases pressure).

e. pulse and heartbeat: should describe the pumping
action of the heart as reflected in the arteries,
stretching the arterial walls, pulse as accurate
indicator of heart action.

f. heart murmur: must describe valye functions, normally
and their sound (ventricles contract and valves close;

f
ventricles relax and aorta valves close). Murmur re-
presents backflow of blood from incomplete or improper
valve closing.

Format:
TeTiEfed The question will be multiple choice with four response alterna-
Response: tives, three distractors and one correct response.

OR

4 3

r.



ConstrUtted
pesponseu

Directions:
Selected
Response:

Constructed
Response-

Selected
Response
Sample
Item:

The question will require filling in blank
or writing a parag7h.

Select the one correct answer;

OR

i

Complete eachSentence. .OR Label each part of the diagram 1
representing," . .Or Diagram (or describe) the

1

process through the heart. /OR Answer each,question comp etely,
including a/description of causes, effects, functions, parts,
and procestes as necessary.-
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labeling figuret

i"

Select one correct answer.

assist the heart in pumping
bTood by constricting and expanding 4s blood is pumped
into them.

a. Veins
b. Capillaries-
c. Arteries
d. Valves
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Constructed Label,each part of the diagraM'repreSenting.the path of
Response the'blood through the pulmonary cirulatory system. Draw
Sample arrows and use labels from the list proyided.
Item:

. systemic artery

systemic

left atriu

systemic vein

valve

left ventricle

)pulmonary artery

pulmonary vein
pulmonary artery
aorta .

left auricle/atrium
right auricle/atrium
valve(s)
systemic vein(s)
systemic artety
left ventHCle
right ventricle

.renal artery
portal 'vein

renal vein'

portal art6ry

pulmonary vein

right atrium

alves

right ventricle



Appendix A
Module 1

'AN ANNOTATED COGNITIVE'DOMAIN TAXONOMY*:

1.34

Thit,classification describes, from simplest to most complex, six degrees
to which information that is taught can be learned.

/.
1. KnowTedge'. Recalling information pretty much as it was learne0.

In its simplest manifestation, this includes terms, facts, dates
and names - assoCiated with a subject matter area. At a more
complex level, it means knowing the major sub-areas,-methods of
inguiry;, classifications and ways of thinking characteristic
of the subject area, as well as its central theories and prin-
ciples.

2: Comprehension. Reporting information-in a way other, than how it was
learned in order to show that it has been understood.
Most basicallythis means repotting something learned through an alterna-
tive medium. More complex evidence of,..comprehension involves inter-
preting information in "one's own words" or in some other original way,
or extrapolating from it to new but related ideas and implicatiOns.

3. Application. Use of learned information to solve a problem.
This means carrying over knowledge of facts or methods learned in one
specific context tb a new context.

4. Analysis. Takina learned information apart.
Analysis means figuring out a subject matter's most eleMental ideas and
their,interrelationships.

5. Synthesis. Creating,something new and good, based on some criterion.
This creation can-be something that communicates to an audience, that
plans a successful goal-directed endeavor, or that subsumes a collection .

of ideas within, a new theory,

N
,6. Evaluation.Judging the value of something for a Particular purpose.

This means making a statement-of something's worth based either on one's
own well-developed criteria or on the well-understood criteria of another.

* Adapted from TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: The Classification of
-Educational Goals: HANDBOOK 1: Cognitive Domaig, by Benjamin S. Bloom,
et al. Copyright 1956-by Longman Inc.. Previously published by DaNiid McKay
Company, Inc. By permission of Lcingman

\
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APpendix B
Module 1 .

Sources of Measurable Objectives
in a Variety of Subject Areas
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Source Address

Clark County Curriculum Guldes Clark County School District
2832 East Flamingo Road
Las Vegas, Nevada 89121

Course Goals Developed by
the Tri-County Project

Commercial-Educational
Distributing Services
P.O. Box 8723
.Portland, Oregon 97208

Elective Quarter Plan Curriculum
,Materials, Grades 1-12

- Director of Curriculum
Jefferson County Board of
Education
3023 Melbourne Avenue
Louisville, Kentucky 40220

Evaluation for Individualized
Instruction (EII) Pool of Behavioral
Objectives and Test Items for K-12 in

'Language Arts, Math, Social Science,
and Science

Institute for Educational
Research
1400 West Maple Avenue
Downers Grove, IllinoiS 60515

Individual Pupil Monitoring System
(IPMS) Behavioral Objectives Booklets
for Grades 1-6 in Reading and
Grades 1-8 in Mathematics

The Test Department
Houghton-Mifflin Company
777 California Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94304

Learning Objectivet and Behavioral
Objectives,(Prtmary, Secondaiy,, / .

JUntor College)

Cambridge Book Coapany
488 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10022
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Appendix B
Module I continued .

Source Address

Measurable Objectives Collection
in many Subjects for Grades.K-12 -

Instructional Objectives
Exchange
Box 24095
Los Angeles, California 90024

Objectives an4 Items for K-12 in
Language Arts Math, Social Sciences,
Science, and ocational Education

The Co-op
413 Hills House North
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Specimen Set of Mastery; an
Evaluation ool for Reading and
Math, Grade K-9

Science Research Associates
259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

1



Appendix,B
Module 1 continued

Sources of Broadly-Stated Gdals
and Goal Categories

Source

1.37

Address

Brochures of Objective in Art,
Career and Occupational Development,
Literature, Mathematics, Music
Reading, Science, Social Studies
and,Writing

National Assessment f'

Educational Progress
600 Lincoln Tower
1860 Lincoln Street
Denver, Colorado 80203

Taxonomy of Educational Objectives,
Handbooks I'& II

David McKay Co., Inc.
750 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Workshop Packet for
Educational Goals and
Objectives

Phi Delta Kappa, inc.
.Eighth Street & Union Avenue
Box 789
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

4,)



INTRODUCTION TO THE ITEM RATING SCALE - MODULE

. Background:,

Domain-referenced testing is based. on the assum. ion that by limiting

2.1

and defining a class of behaviors, skills and informati a (a domain), a

set of rules (test specifications) may be created for gen rating actual test

items. The degree to which these items reflect the conteht pf the domain

. affects the degree to which test performance accurately indicates competence

in the-domain. This test feature, descripttve validity, is an important

consideration in selecting or creating tests. Afterall', the moA thought-

fully written test specifications are only helpful in pin pointing student

competence if they are translated accurately into test items. The IteM

Rating Scale (IRS was developed to provide a systematic and reliable method

of judging the descriptive validity of test items and their specifications.
,

The IRS methodology Prpvides a continuum of values to use in judging

the "belongingness" of an element to a set. This kind of judgment involves

examing the rules governin membership in the set to determine how well a

specific element represents the whole set. In otherwords, these judgments

are probability statements describing the likelihood that the given element

is a member of the given set. ,

In applying this concept to judgments of descriptive validity for

domain-referenced tests, the "set" is the hypothetical set of items described

in the test specifications, these specifications are the rules" governing

membership in the set, and the "element" is the test item. Judgments are

made about how well an item reflects the assessment intentions of its test

specification; that is, how well the item measlires the domain. This
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judgment 'is not a yes/no choice. That is, each of the several features,

or dimensions, of test items that are elaborated.in a test specification
-. ,

distractor limits, format) may affect hOw well an item matches the
. _-

test specifications for &domain. The IRS has been devised to permit judg-

ments to be made about item compatability with each of the categories in

test specifications.

Description

The IRS, which presumes the availability of:test specifications, is

used iri an item-by-item review of a test or a group of test iteTs. The

specifications may be those that accompany a particularctest or those that

have been locally developed. In either case, once a set of test specifica-

tions has been developed, the_next task is o assemble test items that match

these guidelines or intentions. This careful matching increases the likely-

hood that the test will provide a valid assessment of student performance in

the content area under the conditions described in'the specifications.

The Item Review Stale, then, helps in judging the probability that any

given item is a legitimate member of the hypothetical set of items defined

by the test specifications. More 'specifically, the IRS is used to judge,
i

along eight independent categorie or dimensions the probability of match

between the test,specifications and any given item.

The first six rating categories.of the IRS parallel.the structure of

domain-referenced test specifications. These categories consist of: Domain
1

Description,Content Limits, DistractOr Limits or Response Criteria, Format,

Directions, and Sarriple Item. In addition, two other categoiles linguistic

and thinking complexity, are atso included in the IRS since they affect the
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match between the item Ind the test intentions embodied in-the specifications.

The first categoryof the IRS concernt the general Domain Description.
\

Thesecond categorYi Content Limits, compares the Aeseription of eligible

subject matter and item features with the test item's content and features.

(---
The third category is either the Distractor Limits or Response Criteria, de-

,

pending on whether the item is a selected or constructed response type. For

selected response items, the specification rules for creating wrong answer

alternatiyes are compared with the actual wrong answer choices used in the

test item. For constructed response items, the prescribed criteria for

c .

evaluating the examinee's response are compared both to those criteria

used and to the suitabil-ity of the item and the test conditions. Format

and Directions are the fourth and fifth categories to match specifications

and actual items. Here., the concern is whether the layout of the item and

the directions for completing the test conform to/the test specifications.

The Sample Item is the final aspect of the test tpecifications included in

the Item RatingScale.

The two additional categories n t necessarily included in the test

specifications, Lin uistic Com le t and Thinking Compelxity, provide more

information about how student p rformance might differ. These biasing ele-

ments are important to the d ree that the specifications and resulting iteMs

are intended to provide th same measure of performance for all students in

the given area.

How to Use the IRS _
Each category scribed above appears in the IRS in boldface, followed ,

by several state nts describing test item features that are indicators of
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item match with the test specification component under consideration.

.Raters are asked to use these statements to judge testitems against their

specifications.

Raters then assign a whole number Value, from 0 to 10'inclusive,

,
that best represents their judgment of the probabilityxthat the item and

specification belong together on each particular dimOnsion (e.g., Domain

Description). In this 0 to 10 scale, 0 indicates a highly improbable

match between item and specification and 10 indicates a highly probable

match. Raters proceed one category or dimension at a time. To assist

raters in their judgment, sample items are presented opposite each IRS

category.illustrating_high and low probability ratings.

When all eight categories have been individually scored, overall

probability rating may ba\calculated for the item. The final calculations

are guided by the Overa\11 Item,Rating Scale which applies a weighting

system to incorporate the scores in* each category.

Interpretations of the ratings are offered in terms of the three

features judged to be most critical -- content limits,' distractor domain

or yesponse criteria, an'd thinking complexity. Implications for item
/

/

.

revision or, where nec Ssary, specification levision, are also briefly

stated. This informa ion will allow for more reliable, confident decisions
/

by test makers to u , modify, or reject particular test items.

tcl
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DIRECTIONS

The Item Rating Scale (IRS) is intended for use in making systematic
content validity judgments for domain-referenced tests by comparing test
spedfications with test items. The,Scale also provides feedback for

. revisingitems pr specifications' as necessary., .In using the IRS, one
testitem at .a time ii'rated against a set of test specifications.

I. Get a copy of the test sPecifications and the items you wish to rate. .

2. Go through the categories of the IRS using the statements' in each
section to direct you in judging the compatability of your item with
the six test specification features and the two additional categories
concerned with coMplexity issues.

3. In each section, rate the 0obability that your item is a membersof
the hypothetical set of items described by the test specifications in
that category. Use- a scale of 0 to 10 to rate your item, letting 0
indicate.a'highly improbable match and 10 a highly probable one,

The following guidelines are suggested for assigning number ratings in
each section:

0,1,2 This rating range should be used for items that are completely
unrelated to the specification in the dimension you are rating.

3,4,5 This rating range should be used for items that are vaguely
related and/or inadequate.

6,7 This rating range should be used for items you feel would
definitely require a second look and some revision, but which
you feel reluctant to-totally abandon.

8,9 This rating range should be used for items that you feel are
good representai.-!ve:match-ups with the'specifications al,though

slightly off.
10 __This rating should be used for ifems that are beyond a doubt

'perfect-examples of the specification.

Enter your ratirig tn the box provided.

Space for taking notes has, .been provided with each section or category.
It is strongly suggested that you take,advantage of this'to
comments about,the item as you rate it. Such notes will be usefu

later in revising the item or the specifications.

4. .Complete the Overall Item Rating'sheet by.,carrying over the rating
scores from each section to the appropriate line of the rating sheet.

Make the calculations indicated in the directions there, applying the
.3

rating weights where indicated.

5. Refer t the Interpretation Guide.for rating explanations.

r

6. REMEMBEF YOU ARE RATING THE MATCH BETWEEN THE ITEM AND THE SPECIFICATION,

NOT THE ITEM AND YOUR EXPECTATIONS OR STANDARDS! ALSO, EACHIRS CATEGORY
SHOULD BE'RATED INDEPENDENTLY OF THE OTHERS, FOR EXAMPLE, DOMAIN
DESCRIPTION RATINGS DO NOT INCLUDE CONTENT LIMIT CONSIDERATIONS. USE THE

...

STATEMENTS PROV.I0;10 TO GUIDE YOURLJUDGMENTS.
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.Item Rating Scale
Description of Categories

I. DOMAIN DESCRIPTION

1. The test item is a good and fair representative
of the subject area outlined in the domain
description of the test-specifications. It
doei not attest an obtcure or unusual aspect
of the domain.

2. ,Test item conditions are not at odds with test
intentions. This is especially important in
constructed items.

3. The test item'content is closely related to
theinstructional objective(s) stated or
implied in the domain description.

\

II. CONTENT,LIMITS--SELECTED RESPOtiSE ITEMS ONLY

1. The item and,additional accompanying
material (e.g:, graphs, maps, reading
selections) follow the content limits
on length and general difficulty level.

2. The itein and additional accompanying
material follow the content limits on
eligible content, descriptive detail and
completeness of information provided.

3. The solution processes required'
to.answer the item match those
described or implied in the content
limits.

II. CONTENT LIMITS--CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE ITEMS ONLY

1 The item matches the content limits on
eligible content, descriptive detail, or
completeness of the prompting information
provided.

' 2. The item provides a context for responding
that is similar to that described in the
content limits (e.g., time restrictions,
length of written/oral respons,e, equipment

. or aid restrictions, warmup or false start
provisions).

3. The mental processes required -to respond
to the, item'seem. to match those described
or implied in the xontent limits.

Jo



III. DISTRACTOR LIMITS--SELECTED RESPONiE ITEMS
ONLY

1. The alternative an'swers, or distractors,°
provided in th( item require the test taker o
discriminate important features or fa-Ctors
described in the distractor domain as differ-
entiating correct from:incorrect answers.
Distinctions between correct and incorrect
answers are not based on trivial or
irrelevant features.

2. The distract-ors provided in the item
correspond to the content limits on number,

. length, arid general level of difficulty,

III. RESPONSE CRITERIA--CONSTRUCTED RESPONSPITEMS
ONLY

The rules used to judge the student's ,

response are those described by the response
criteria.

2. The item prompto sets up a context for
responding that is appropriate to the
response criteria forjudging the content .

and style/form of the response (i.e.,-
likely to elic"it a judgeable response).

3. Problems arising,from incomplete or inadequate
answers are dealt with in a way that upholds
the testing intentions of the specifications.

IN. FORMAT

1. The organizatton and display (layout) of the
item conforms to the format description
in the test specifications. _

2. FOR SELECTED RESPONSE ITEMS ONLY: The
organization and display of any additional
informaticik(e.g.., maps, graphs, pictures,
reading selections) conforms to the format
description.

TOR CONSTRITED RESPONSE ITEMS ONLY: The
context or onditions for responding tto the
item time limits, space limits,
available_ equipment) conform to the format:
:description.

56

2.7
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V. DIRECTIONS

1. The directions for completing the test item
correspond to the description of fEst
directions in the test specifications.

2.. Thereacting level and complexity of the
directions follow the description of test.
directions in the test specifications; or
seem to be within suitable range for the
tntended test takers.

VI. SAMPLE ITEM

1. The sample item and the test item
being rated could come from the same
set of items described- by the test
Specifications.

2./ 'The saMple item and the test item
/ are very similar in content and

,either distraptors or response
triteria.

3., The sample item and the test item
are very similar in format and
-directions.

LINGUISTIC COMPLEXITY

1. Vocabulary used in the item is
consistent with the igst specificatio
for item difficulty. 'Words are not
used that have different or'unfamiliar
meanings for different students or
student groups:

2. .Itemlanguage structure (e.g.,

the° use of cmpound,,complex -
sentences, antecedents) it consistent
with the test specifications foi- item
difficulty,
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VIII. THINKING COMPLEXITY

1. Those mental processes required for the
solution or performance of the test item,
but that are not described in the domain
description or content limits (i.e.; are

.assUmed) are readily available to all
test takers at.some necessary leVel of
competence (.e.g., draWing ability,
handwriting legibility, sbort-term

.. memory capacity, imagination, ability to
separate relevant from,irrelevant, detail
from generalization),

,

2. Directions for/Completing the teSt item
provide the sou amount of information
and structure for all'test takers. Every-
one has the same understanding of what is
expected/and of what the limits or rules
for ,ansWering are.

3. FOR/ITEMS WITH NONVERBAL COMPONENTS, it
is reasonable-to.assume that these
components conform with the content limits
or distractor domain in their intended
meaning, and that this interpretation is
stable across all.groups of test takers.
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OVERALL ITEM RATING

Recopy-item ratings from each section, making the indicated
weighting,adjustments for the starred features: Content Limits,
Distractor Limits or Response Criteria, and Thinking Complexity.

DOMAIN DESCRIPTION

*CONTENT LIMITS ( x 3) =

*DISTRACTOR LIMITS OR RESPONSE CRITERIA ( =

FORMAT

DIRECTIONS.

SAMPLE ITEM

LINGUISTIC COMPLEXITY

*THINKING COMPLEXITY ( x 3)

TOTAL

2.° Total the scores. Divide the total by 14. This number is the
overall item rating.

OVERALL 'ITEM RATING +14 =

3. Refer to the Interpretation Guide for assistance in making decisions
about the item and for suggestions for modifying the item according
to its rating.
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IRS INTERPRETATrON GUIDE

ITEMS RATED 7 OR BETTER

IF ALL THREE STARRED CRITICAL FEATURES
ARE RATED 8 OR BETTER*, your item is
good, basically in clonformity iiith the
test specifications./ Review and
rewrite efforts should be directed
toward other features that scored low,
(e.g., Format), Use the statements in
the IRS rating categories to guide
your work.

IF ONE CRITICAL FEATURE RECEIVED A
RATING OF 7 OR LOWER*, go back to the
specifications on that feature. Try
to better alignyour item with the
testing intentions described in the
specifications. Use the statements
in the IRS to help direct your think-
ing'. You also have problems with
other features. Rewrite the item but
review it again to he certain all
critical features are up to par.

IF MORE THAN ONE CRITICAL FEATURE
RECEIVED.A RATING OF 7 OR LOWER*,
the item has serious validity.
problems. If this is the kind of
test item you want, then you should
reconsider the specifications you
are using. They may need to be
better conceptualized,,reconceptual-
ized, or more complete in their

,description of item qualities. If

the speciflcations are closer to .

what you want to be'testing, throw
out the item. Find or write a new
item.

* Before rating weights are applied.

ITEMS RATED BELOW 7

IF ALL THREE STARRED CRITICAL FEATURES
ARE RATED 8 OR BETTER*, your item is
potentially a good item but has serious
problems in presentation. Go back to
thespecifications for those features
receiving the low ratings. Clean up

your item. Use the statements in the
IRS rating categories to guide your
efforts.

IF ONE OR MORE OF THE CRITICAL FEATURES
SCORED 7 OR LOWER*, your item isn't
worth the fix-up effort. Before you
start over, reconsider the specifications
with which you are working; they may need
to be better conceptualized or more
complete in their description of item
features.

GO



Item Rating o

SPECIFIC,TION BEING RATED

RATER TirTLE

COME TS: (additional comments can be made on the reverse side)

RATING SCALE

Domain
1 Description

:*Content
' Limits

*Distractor
Domain or
Response
Criteria

Format

Directions

Sample
Item

Linguistic
CompleXity

*Thinking
Complexity

TOTAL

* 14

':.*Critical features
1

6

~limaNalpariaM
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Test Specifications

ENGiISH-PUNCTUATION

. Grade Level: Grade 7 and 8

Sub'ect:

g=r liption:

Content
Limits:'

Distractor
Domain:

Format:

English-Punctuatiod

Applying the rules of punctuation to correctly punctuate
given prose material missing end punctUation, commas and
quotation marks.

1. Students will be presented with a passage containing
six to twelve sentences at a sixth grade level. The
following punctuation marks will be omitted:

a. periods at the end of statements
b. 4uestionlnarks at the end of interrogative sentences
c. exclamation marks after exclamatory sentences or

interjections or commands
d. quotation marks enclosing a speaker's or character's

words
e. commas to set off names of persons, or items in a

series, to set off words iuch as "yes," "no,"
"well," "however," "meanwhile;" to separate
parenthetical phrases,"to precede coordinate con-
junctions in a long or compound sentences, and at
the beginning or end of a speaker's quote, such as
"Come in," said Ben.

2.13

2. Any other punctuation marks already in the selection

and all other parts of the selection (grammar, capi-
talization, etc.).

3. Each sentence of the selection will be numbered and
questions on a given sentence will refer to those numbers.
All or some of the sentences of the passage may be used
as questiOns.

The distractors will inctude 1) ommission of punctuation
marks or 2) inclusion of punctuation marks which are not
necessary or are incorrect. Only the punctuation marks listed
above will be used in the distractor domain (e.g., no semi-
colons or colons).

A prose pasiage will be given. The sentences will be numbered.
Multiple choice questions will consist. of a stem and fdiir
alternative responses, three distractors and the correct
response.

Directions: Students will be asked to choose the answer that correctly
the
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Sample 1. As Tom was whitewashing the fence his friend Ben walked

Item: by 2. Ben stared a moment 3. Then he said Hi Can you go
fishing 3. There was no answer 4. Tom stepped back to
note the effect and added a touch here and there
5. Meanwhile Ben was 4iatching every move and getting more
and more interested 6. Say Tom let me whitewash a little
Ben said 7. Tom was about to agree but he changed his
mind 8. No said Tom it's got to be done very carefully
9. I reckon there ain't but one boy in a thousand maybe
two thousand that can do/it the way it's got to be done

1. The first sentente should read:

a. As Tom was whitewashing the fence his friend, Ben
walked by.

b. As Tom was whitewashing the fence,*his friend Ben,
walked by.

It. As Tom was whitewashing the fence, his friend, Ben,
walked by.

d. As Tom was whitewashing the fence his friend Ben,
walked by.

1
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USE THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH TO ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BELOW:

1. The loudspeakers boomed Four three two and a deep rumble began

to came from the tail of the rocket 2. All the men in the control tower

looked at their instruments 3. All systems were still Go 4. One

1

zero lift-off said the voice on the speaker system- 5. huge roar

shook the ground as the rocket Enterprise II began to move slowly

off the ground 6. Some of the men cheered Go baby go

Choose the answer which contains all the necessary and appropriate punctuation
marks. Write the letter of the correct answer on your answer sheet.

1. Sentence number I should be written
a) The loudspeakers boomed, "Four, three,

rumble, began to come from the tail of
b).The loudspeakers boomed "Four, three,

rumple began to come from the tail of
The loudspeakers boomed. Four, three,
rumble began to come from the tail of

d) No punctuation is necessary.

F)

two," and a deep
the rocket.
two" and a deep
the rocket.
two and a deep
the rocket.

2. Sentence number 5 should be written
a). A huge roar shook the ground, as the rocket E4erprise II

began to move slowly off the ground.
b) A huge roar shook the gound as the rocket, Enterprise II, ,

began to move slowly off the groun&
0 A huge ro r shook the ground as the rocket rEnterprise II"

began to nye slowly off the ground.
d) A huge roar\ hook the ground as the rocket, Enterprise II

began to move slowly off the ground.

3. Sentence number 6 should be Written
a) Some of the men cheered "Go baby ge
b) Some of the men 'cheered, "Go baby go!"
c) Some of the men cheered, "Go, baby, go!"
d) Some of the men cheered, "Go, baby, go".



Test Items

USE THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH TO ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BELOW:

2.16

1. Milton the city-bihker-claimed_he_saw a flying saucer near the
_

lake'last night 2. Looked like a giant two story bell reported Milton

3. The silver saucer was round near, the top and triangular shaped near the

bottom 4. Near the top were three round windows S. I think I-saw,

some space creatures looking through these windows 6. Close to the bottom

were four large square windows and a seven foot door 7.:When giant

flames shot out of the bottom of the saucer the ship moved up and down

Circle the letter of the answer, which contains all the necessary punctuation

marks.

4. Sentence number 1 should be written
a) Milton, the city banker, claimed he saw a 'flying saucer near

the Lake last night.
b) Milton, the,city banker, claimed he saw a flying. saucer near

the lake list night.

c) Milton, ihe city banker claimed he saw a flying saucer near

the lake last night.
d) Milton, the city banker,- claimed he saw a flying saucer near

the lake last night.

S. Sentence number 4 should be written
a) Near the top, were three round windows.
b) Near the top were three, round windows.
c) Near the top were three round windows.
d) "Near the top were three round windows."
e) "Near the top, were three round windows".

Sentence
a)

b)

c)

d)

number 7 should be read
When giant flames shot out of
the ship moved up and down.
When giant flames shot out of
the ship-moved up and down.
When giant flames shot out of
the ship moved up and down!

When giant flames shot out of
the ship moved up and dawn.

the bottom of the saucer

the bottom, of the saucer,

the bottom of the Saucer,

the bottam of the'saucer,
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USE THE FOLLOWING'PARAGRAPH TO ANSWER THE (UESTIONS BELOW:

1. what is a koala bear 2. it is a small animal-that lives in the

trees of Australia. 3. a koala bear looks like a teddy bear 4. He

has a big head and &short nose. S. a koala bear is about two feet

long one foot high and has a little tail ,

Att

Circle the letter of the best answer.

7. Sentence number I should be written
a) What is a koala bear.
b) What is a Koala Bear.
c) what is a koala bear?
d) What is a koala bear?

8. What ismTong with sentence number 4?
a) It should have an.exclamation mark (!).
b) It should have a comma after the word "head."
c) It-should have a comma after the word "big."
d) No punctuation is necessary; the sentence is okay.



Item Rating tons

SPECIFICATION BEING RATED

RATEi TITLE

COMMENTS: (additional comMents can be made on the reverse si'de)

RATING SCALE

Domain
Description

*Content
Limits

*Distractor
'Domain or
Response
Criteria

Format

.Directions

Simple
Item

Linguistic
Complexity

*Thinking
Complexity

0,1

011

:TOTAL

14

0,

*Critical features

6-6

1



SPECIFICATION BEING RATED

RATER TITLE

COMMENTS: (additional comments can be made on the reverse side)

RATING SCALE

Domain
Description

*Content
Limits

*Distractor
Domain or
Response
Criteria-

Format

DireCtions

Sample
Item

Linguistic
Complexity

*Thinking

Complexity

7

TOTAL

f 14

*Critical features



Item Rating Form

SPECIFICATION BEING RATED .

RAT$4044TLE

COMMENTS: , (additional comments can be made on the,reverse side)

RATING SCALE

C.

Domain
.Description

*Content
Limits

*Disiractor
Domain or
Response

.Criteria

Format

Directions

Sample

Item

Linguistic
Complexity

*Thinking

Complexity

TOTAL

14 .

*Critical features

1

7,3



Test Specifications
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ELEMENTARY MATHEMAT1CS-SET T4EORY

Grade 5Grade Level:

Subject:

Domain
Description:

Content
Limits;

Elementary Mathematics-Set Theory

Recognition and application of the set theory concepts

of membership, subset, intersection, and union for numeric

and non-numeric sample sets for simple open sentences in-

volving arithmetic at or below the third grade level.

1. For multiple choice questions on membership, stimuli

may include: a description of membership rules governihg

a set and an array of four elements, only one of which

' either does or does not belong to that set; or, an array

of four sets, only one of which is the set described.

2. For multiple choice questions on subset, stimuli may

include: a set and an array of four sets only one of

which is a subset or only one of which is not a subset

Of the original set; or, a description of rules governing

set membership and an array of four possible subsets, only

one of which is or is not a subset of'the described set.

3. For multiple choice questions on union, stimuli may

include a pair of sets and an array of four sets only

one of which shows the union of the given pair of sets;

or, the reverse, i.e.., a liven unidn set and an array

of four pairs of sets, such that the union of only one

of these pairs would result the given set,

4. For multiple choice questions on intersection, stimuli

may include a pair of sets and an array.of four sets

only one of which is the intersection of the given

pair; or, the reverse, a given intersection set and

an array of four pairs of sets,.such that the intersection

of only one pair would result in the given set.

5. Descriptiont of membership rules governing set membership

may include-common words and phrases relating to objects,

principles and ideas that are understood by the average

forth,grade students.

6. Descriptions of membership rules governing set membership

maS, also include solution sets of simple number sentences,

as long as discrimination of :the correct answer relies

'upon knowledge of set theory, and not basic mathematical

ability or knowledge above the third grade level.

7. The following symbols may be used without a keY { } < > 4).



Districtor
Domain:

2.22

The following symbols may not be used unless a key is
provided: U (1 C2 El.

8. Items are to.be written below fifth grade level of
readability.

. For multiple choice questions on membership, distractors
may be drawn from response alternatives that are partielY
or totally incompatible with 'the given set descriptions.

2. .For multiple choice questions on subset, distractors
may-be drawn from those wrong answers resulting from
reversing the set-subset relationship, from mistaking
partial subsets (sets wtth some elements in common but
not all) for subsets, or for mistaking union.sets with
subsets.

3. For multiple choice questions on union and intersections,
distractors may be selected from those wrong answers
resulting from confusing union, intersection and subset.

4. Unrelated sets may be used as a distractor for no more'
than one of the response choices.

5. In items using solution sets, answers resulting from
anticipated calculation errors are not eligible as dis-
tractors.

6. Distractors may not be such that discrimination of the
correct answer relies upon student reading comprehension
or student knowledge of other subject matter.

Directions: Select the correct ariswer.

Format: The question will be multiple choice with four alternatives,
three distractors and the correct response.

\_

Sample
Item:

YItalics or boldface must be used to highlight the following
words: subset, intersection, union. Also, in cases where
students are required to_select negative examples, the word
"not" should also be highlighted.

The wotdS member and element may be used without explanation.

Selection the correct answer.

is NOT SUBSET of {vegetables}?

a. {potatoes, tomatoes, carrots}
Vb. {vegetables and fruits}
c. {vegetables that are green}
d. {squash}

73-
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DIRECTIONS: Circle the letter of the correct answer to each\problem below.

1. Find the SUBSET of {yellow, green, blue, red}

a) {all the colors in the rainbow}

b) {blue, green, red, yellow, orange}

c) {yellow, green, brown}

d) {yellow, red}

2. n means INTERSECTION. Find the INTERSECTION:
{Roger, Rick, Ruth, Roberta} (1 {girls' names} .

a) {Roger, Rick, Randy}

b) {0}

c) {Ruth, Roberta}

d) {Ruth, Roberta, Rachael, Renee}

3. u means UNION. Find the UNION;
{3,6,9,12,15,18,21) I/ {2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16} =

/ a) {2,3,4,6,8,9,10,12,14,1546,18,21)

b) {6,12)

c) {all odor7bers less than

d) fall even \numbers less than
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4. John is thinking of a set of numbers whose members fit this
number sentence:

X + 4 > 12 -

Find the set that isNOT.A SUBSET of John's set {X}

V a) {all nuMbers > 8}

b) {9}

c) {14,20,36}

d) {12}:

5. Ann is thinking of a set f numbers whose members fit this

number sentence:
N - 7 < 36

Find the set that is NOT a SUBSET of Ann's set {N}

a) {42}

b) {42, 43, 44}

c) {all even numbers < 43}

d) {all odd numbers < 43}
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6. Cmeans SUBSET. Which of these pairs of sets shows a SUBSET?

a) {dogs}(:(collie, shepard, beagle)

b) (dogs, cats, birds, fish}C{Spot, Fido, Fluffy, Polly, Goldie}

c) {dogs, hamsters, guinea pigs, horses}C{pets that live in cages}

d) {dogs, cats, hamsters}C{pets}

7. means INTERSECTION. Find the INTERSECTION of set A and set B

A = {Sam, Steve, Stuart, Sandy} B = (Sue,S'ally, Sarah, Sandy)

A C1 B =

a) (names beginning with S)

b) {Sam, Steve, Stuart, Sandy, Sue, Sally, Sarah}

c) {Sam, Steve, Stuart, Sue,.Sally, Sarah}

d) {Sandy}



Test Specifications

Level

\

Subject: \

Domain
Deicription

Content,

Limits:

Distractor

-Domain:

2.26

likLEMENTARY SCIENCE-GEOLOGY

: Grade 7 or 8

Elementary Science-Geology

Recognizing Cause-effect relationships of destructional forces

: and constructional forces that alter the surface of the earth.

1. Constructional iorces include the following:

volcano:

folding:

earthquake/
faults:

pressure forces magma (lava) to break
through the.earth's crust

forces press the earth's crusts sideways,
causing rock layers to become folded upward

settling and shaking down the earth's crust

Destructional forces include the following:

erosion: flowing water bumping and wearing away the
rock and land, pulling away pebbles and boulders
that hammer away at the land as they travel

wind.erosion, sand storm blasting and wearing
away the surface of the land

glacier
action:

lichens:

sunlight/
freezing:

scrape and drag ice and rock across .the sur-
face of the land deepening valleys and smoothing
out the rocky mountains and hills

break up rocks by acid secretions

cracks--expansion and contraction of rocks

causes break-up

2. Pictorial representations of causes or effects may be used
if labelled and accompanied by a verbal promp telling the

given part of the item.

3. All prose material should be at or below grade 7 readability.

1. Distractors must be the result of miimatches (mixups) between

causes and effects, or misidentification of causes or effects

(misnaming).

2. Distractors must not be from outside the content limits.

3. Distractors must not be the result of inability to decipher

the meaning of pictorial representations.



Format:

Directions:

Sample
Item:

The questions will eaah be multiple choice with four response

alternatives, three distractors and the correct response.

Students will be asked to select the correct answer. Each

item will pose its -bwn specific question. ,

mount& ', mO

.

tain.,

\

water .

mounta n 0_4 I
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rpck
..

--'- Water,---
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.

rock/
_

.
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Circle the-Tatter of the correct anSwer for question 1-4

1. Lichens are

a) tall., block-shaped mountains formed by faults

b) tiny organisms that form sediment deposits'in river beds.

V° c) plants that grow on rocks and secrete an acid from the roots.

2.28

2. Solar energy can be conceived of as a des.ructive force in modifying
the face-Of the earth in that the thermal effects upon rocks is to
expand them; while in the absence of solar heat, cold,temperatures

-

affect/contraction. This expansion and Contraction cycle

a) causes fault lines to deepen andiwiden creating cracks in-

/the earth!s,surface.
b). exerts pressure upon the magma below the earthLs,,crust, sometimes

leading to volcanic eruption,
c) affects cracks and, eventually, promotes,break-up of large boulders

and rock surfaces. --"

3.

,

d) erodes the topsoil, allowing the winds to transform valuable
farmlands into veritable wastelands.

4. Wind and rushing wateroan cause

a) high tides.
b) cracks in rocks.
c) pressure on sediments.

A) erosion.

In this picture, layers of the
earth's crust have tilted and
shifted, creating

a)' a volcano.

b) a fault.
c) rocks.
d) a glacier.
e) a landslide

L'e



Test Specifications 2.29

Grade Level: Grade 7 and/or 8

Subject:

Domain
Description:

Content
Limits:

Distractor
' Domain:

Elementary science-geology

Applying knowledge of destructional forces and constructional
forces that alter the eartWs surface, to make predictions of
effects, given causes, and/or to hypothesize the caUse's of
given effects. .

1. Constructional forces include the following:

volcano: pressure forces-Magma (lava) to br ak through
the earth's crust

folding: forces press the earth's sediments sideways,
causing rock layers to become folded upward

earthquake/
feults: settling and'shaking down the earth's crust

'Destructional forces include the following:

erosion: flowing water bumping and wearing,away the
rock and land, pulling away pebbles and boulders
that hammer away at the land as they travel

wind erosion, s'and storm blasting and wearing
away the surface of the land

'glacier
action: sCrape and drag ice and rock across the sur-

face of the land deepening valleys and smoothing
out rocky mountains and hills

lichens: break up rocks'by,acid secretions

sunlight/
freezing: cracks--expansion and contraction of rocks

causes break-up .

2. Items should not use key terms, e.g., erosion, tO posesthe
problem, but should use description or definitions,to,convey
the functien.

3. Pictorial representations of causes or effectskmay be used

, if labelled and accompanied by a verbal promPt telling the
given part of the item.

4. All proe material below grade 7 readability.

1. Distractors must be the result of mismatches (nixups)
between causesend effects; or misidentification of causes
or effects (misnaming).

2. Distractors must not be from'odtside the content llmits.
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3. bistractors must not be the result of inability to .

decipher the meaning of pictorial reprdsentations.

,Format: The questions will each be'multiple choice with four response.

alternatives, three distractors and the correct response.

Directions: Students will be asked to select the correct answer. Each

item will pose its own specilicAuestion.

Sample
Item:

(

,\

Flowing water, such as a river, can change the surface of

the land by
. -,..

,

a) creating a.strong pressure a,gainst sediments forcing them ..-7

upward into. mountains:

b) giving off acids which slowly eat away at the'rocks. making

them crumbleapart. .

c) cdusing sudden shifts,,,upward or, downward of great rock
i

masses andlayers,
1/ d) carrying pebbles and rocks that scratch and hammer away

at the 10d\and rock surface.
4

"7
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Test Items

2.31

Circle the letter of the correct answer for questions 1-3.

1. The Dust Bowl was caused by

'a) wind
b) erosion
c) floods
d) glacier

2. Glaciers that once existed in North'America are responsible for
changing of the surface of the earth by

a)

b)

c)

d)

scraping and dragging ice and rock across the land.
flooding the land with melted ice and snow. 1,

erupting and spreading lava (magma) over the lod.
settling and shaking the 'layers of the earth'S,trust.

3. Destruction of the earth's surface can be caus'ed by

a)

V b)

c)

d)

faults
sun '

volcanos
earthquakes

4. Match eacn cause with its

CAUSES

faults '

flowing,water

sunlAght & freeiing
temperatures
glatier action

effects..

EFFECTS

a) acid causes rocks to cr6mble.and
break up

-'1D) deepens valleys and smooths out
rocky mountains and hills

c) expansion and cbntraction causes
rocks to crack

d) washes away pebbles and soil,
causing erosion

e) magma breaks through to the surface
as lava
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INTRODUCTION'TO TEST SELECTION - Module III: Comparing Tests' Relevance

to a Given Curriculum

This module is concerned with comparing testS' curricular relevance.'

The procedures involve a series of judgments about curriculum objectives
r -7.

and test material, expressing these judgments as numbers, combining the

numbers for a single test, then comparing the results across tests./-
f

Because the method is a detailed one, it is probably best to use it only.

for major test selec/on decisions. QuestiOns that may help determine

whether.a test selection decision is a major one include these:

How many students will be tested?

How much class time will be required for testing? /

Will th'e selected test be used repeatedly? A .

Will the test's results be highly visible (e.g,/, to the public
- and to the higher authorities)?

Will the test results be used for decision making (e.g., about
students, curriculum, teachers

2
or budget)?---

,

The complexity of testing, both in terms of its relation to curriculum,.

and in terms of numbers of people affected, requires the test selector to

be very thorough and careful. In choosing a mUltileVel testing system, it

is advisable to have each separate level Of the test rated by teachers and

curriculum specialists who are familiar with the curriculum as it is actually

//
taught. The objectives of most test batteries vary somewhat from level to

level in content and in difficulty, so their appropriateness for a given

curriculum may also vary across. 1,ev.els.

The methods in this module ask-Atou to compare test itams with curriculum

skills. There are several reason for .carrying out such a thorough analysis
7

of testS before choosing one. Firsf,-the*alysis helps )%ou to find the
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test that is most responsive to your needs; many tests are likely not to

match your curriculum well. Second, the procedures are explicit and easy

to adapt o the constraints of your situation, if you find yourself without

sufficientime Dr resources to follow them exactly. Third, these procedures

call attention to some asoects of tests which should hot be overlooked, for

example, the proportiqn of,a-test battery that is.locally relevant, the

prOportion-of the local curriculum which a test bittery covers:the importance

of the skills comered, and the appropriateness of the t2st's difficulty for -

!?

the infended stddents. Finally, the prodess of assigning numbers to each

stage of judgment* 'anti'ciing them to the next stage ensutes that information

from earlier judgments is not forgotten or lost. In other words, the

component decisions all have an influence on the final rating of a test.

The methods described below deal with instructional objective and

with test items. The best people to do the job would need to be

familiar with the curriculum at the relevant leveltive-some,skill in

writing and'recognizing objectives, and believe in-the importance of

curricular relevance in tests.

The Importance of Curricular Relevance in Tests

An extremely important feature to consider in test selection is the'

degree to which the objectives of.a test matth-the test user's curriculum.

A7test may have'high reliability, goodhorms, and other technical virtues,
Z

but if the objectives which it tests a're not'a fair sample of what is

being taught, then the test is not a valid measure of that curriculum. .

DiaOlostic tests, for example, 9iye-u,sable information only if ihe skills

on the test are the ones'to be covered tythe local curriculum. Tests of

SG
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skills not taught by the local curriculum are at best measures of transfer

and at worst measures of I.Q. or general cultural advantage. Low scores

on such tests may reveal more about.the,inappropriateness of the measure

than about students' real learning.

Several recent studies show the hazards of using a test that is

not closely related to the local curriculum. One study* demonstrated

that the content of certain standardized tests is not very standard.

The authors found that norm-referenced tests of eading achievement

reflect the vocabulary of different basal readi g series unequally.

That is, a given test will give better scores f r knowing the vocabulary

of one reading series than for knowing the vocabulary f others. For

the seven reading series examined in the study, the rade level equivalent

score that could be earned by knowing the series' sp cific vocabulary

frequently varied by more than one whole grade depending solely on which

. test was used, a ffnding that the authors refer to as "curricular bias

An tests."

A second stud dealt with reading comprehension.** The authors

compared the coverage of sixteen separate comprehension skills by three

basal reading series and by two widely used norm-referenced tests. In

one reading, series the balance between exercises on.literal versus

inferential comprehension was 83% to 17%, but for the other two series it'

was about 42% to 58%. Two types of comprehension skills--cloze sentences

* Jenkins and Pany, 1976;

**-Armbruster, et al, 1977.
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and words in context--were covered in one or more reading series, but were

not included in either test. Cloze sentences made up 24% of the comprehension

;

exercises in one reading series, 51% in the second series, and 28% in the

third. The words-in-context represented 1%, 1% and 36% respectively. Thus

the tests failed to credit important parts Of these reading progr'ams; and

the oversight was unequal.across programs.

In a third study,* the authors found that four widely used norm-refer-
/

enced tests of fourth grade mathematics differed markedly from one another

in their modes of presenting information and in'the nature of the numerical

materials used. For example, the proportion of test items using graphs,

tables, or figures varied from 15% on one test to 43% on another. The

propdrtion of itemS using integers varied from 39% to 66% across tests.

In these stud1es, rather specific skills or aspects of test content

were compared. Afourth, More,comprehensive study** compared tests'

coverage of broad objectives for the ehtire reading and rrith domains.

For this analysis tHe reading domain Was.divided into nine non-overlapping

objectives and the mathematical domain into thirteen such broad skills.

Coverage of the reading objectives by eight popular norm-referenced test

series and of the math objeCtives by seven of the sime serfes was reported

for each grade from 1 tO 12. The overall trend in these-data was that

tests differ consistently and widelOn'the extent to:which they emphasize,

or even include, the rather general_objectives in the two domains. For,

*' Porter, et al, 1978.

'** Hoepfner, 1978.

7
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the present purposes, the relevant result is the extent to which the

perdentage of items per test that are devoted to a given sk111 actually

varies from test to test. The mediarcrange in these percentages was

42% for the three most commonly tested reading skills (viz.,-recognizing

meanings of words, literal comprehension, and interpretative comprehension

That is, the test that had the greatest percentage of its it,ms devoted

to any one of those skills typically had 42% more of its items measuring

that skill than did the test with the sn3hllest percentage of its items

devoted to that Skill. For the math domain the variation was not so

extreme, but still the percentage of items within a test which measured

a given objective differed byat least 10% from test to,test in 68 out .

of a possible 156 cases.

The four studies cited were based on an analysis of materials only,

not of students !. performance on tests. One further study* on the

effectiveness of traditional and innovative curricula looked at the

effects qf test content bias on actual test scores. A secondary analysis

of more than 20 publiihed research reports led the authors to this

conclusion:

What these studies show, apparently, is not that the
new curricula are uniformly superior toe old ones,
though this may be true, but rather that different

_curricula are-associated with different patterns of
.achievement. Furthermore, these different patterns
of achievement seem generally to'follow patterns
apparent in the curricula. Students using each
curriculum do better than their fellow students on
tests which include,ftems not covered at all in the
other curriculum orgilien less emphasis there. (p. 97

Walker 'and Schaffarzik, 1974.

4

e\
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The first four studies show that the diintent of standardized tests

differs and that these tests differ in their correspondence with any

given curriculum. The conclusion that such variation in.test content
.

could, irrespective of students' actual achievement, bias the outcomes"'

is confirmed by the fourth study cited. Thus, if students' scores

are affected not only by their actual achievement but also by the mere

choice of test, it is essential for tests to be selected so as to

maximize their relevance to the local curriculum.

Since curricula differ and since the objectives of ready-made

criterion-referenced tests are not all the same, curricular relevance

may be equally a problem for criterion-referenced tests and for norm-

referenced tests. In contrast with norm-referenced tests, however,

criterion-referenced tests give a separate score for each objective,

thus making it easier to distinguish students' performance on curriculum-
'

releant and curriculum-irrelevAnt objectives.
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Checklist Step 1:
II

Prepare a listing of the objectives of the curriculum component to be
tested.

To find the test most relevant and responsive to your currlculum,

it is necessary to be very clear about the instructional objectives to

be tested. Such clarity is attained by making an explicit listing or

-index of these Objectives. The listing should be prepared carefully,

for it will serve as the standard of curricular relevance with which test

'materials will be compared.

Preparing such a list may be complicated if there is a discrepancy

between the operational classroom curriculum and the official, foHnal

one. Or you-may be confronted. with a situation in which the operational

curriculum varies from one organizational unit to another (i.e., from

class to class or site to site). If there is little comMonality of

objectives'from unit to unit, it will not be possible to draw up a real-

istic single listing. In this case, a single test cannot give a responsive,

representative measure for all units.

Suggestions are given here for drawing up your list of curricular

objectives under two conditions:

When each subject area to be tested has a uniform
curriculum (even if there is a discrepancy between
the operational curriculum and the official, formal
one);
When 'the objectives for the given subject area vary
from organizational unit to unit, but there is
great commonality in the important objectives.

1A. When there is a uniform curriculum, list or index the objectives for

the program component to be tested as follows:
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(1) Write the objectives in enough detail so that later in the process

it will be possible to judge how closely a given test item meaiures or'

matches an objectir. If, for example, your math course teaches division

in working (i.e., radical) form, but-a test formats its division problems

in number sentence form, your listing of local math objectives shOuld

enable the test taker to detect this difference and jUdge its ithportance.

Similarly, the listing of your language arts,..curriculum 5hould enable

the test rater to judge hoW well the words on a vocabulary test COrrespond

With the vocabulary words in your curriculum. Since formal curricula

are often stated in rather general or global objectives, it will often be

necessary to refine these objectives in order to use them as a basis for

judging relevance of test items.

(2) When it would be burdensothe to prepare such a full statement of.your

curricular objectives, an alternative is to prepare an index of them in

the form of page referentes to the relevant teaching and exercise materials

used in the classroom. For each separately teachable and testable skill,

list in ohe place all of the pages_where the skill is taught and practiced.

/
;/ A name or otherverbal label for each of these skills Oiould accompany,

the page references.' This page_referencing of skills to teaching materials

will enable test raters to compare test items directly with instructional

content and activities -- a later step'in the curriculum-matching process.

The referencing method of listing local curricular objectives may

be used eithermith' or instead of the strictly verbal me#od in- 1A(1) above.

\

(3) In either instance aboe, it will help test raters/to work with the

Listfng if related objectiVes are grouped together. Far exaMple, a

listing of_fifth grade-math objectives tOuld .be grouped under headings
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like geometry, measurement, money, time, graphing, word problems,

basic operations, and the like. Forelementary reading, objectives

could be grouped under headings like phonics, structural analysis,

sight words, vocabulary, comprehension:and the like. Subheadings

can be used for smaller clusters of skills such as for the different

basic arithmetic operations br the different types of comprehension

skills which the curriculum actually covers. The objectives in

Column 1 of the sample CSE Test Relevance Rating Form are grouped

under headings labeled Curricular Subareas and Skill Clusters.

(4) When the local curriculum is very detailed, your task of preparing

a list of objectives can be simplified by combining small objectives. for

example, if there are separate objectives for aural decoding of each

speech sound in each of three posftions within words -- initial,

mediali and final -- this set of over 50 objectives could easily-by

reduced to six objectives dealing with consonants and vowels in each of

the three positions. These six larger objectives would then be written

in the, listing instead of the' many smaller ones. By combining very

small, but closely related obleCtives, you can simplify the task of

matching tests with curriculUm withput overlooking the larger)skills

which the small Skills comprise.

Two Cau'tions should be noted-about combining objectives. First,

the amount of combiniingcthat is usefUl will-vary with the intended use
7

of the test. More combining.will be useful for selecting survey tests
7

than forselecting a battery of continuous progress tests. In the

latter, case, very detailed objectives', corresponding to individual
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7

lessons, might be needed. Second, it is possible to group too

-much. When objectives are broad and vague (e.g critical thinking, word

attack), then the descriptions or labels f those objectives do not make

it clear what is being taught, learned, or t sted. Such broad spectrum

objectives do not describe the skIll in enouh detail to allow the test

rater to judge whether the relevant items meaure the skill as it.is

taught.

(5). In cases where the formal, official currirlum and the operational
_

classroom curriculum differ to any great degree, you will haVe to decide

how to treat the differences. If_the formal curriculum has not kept

up with advances in classroom teaching, then it is reasonable

to use the.page referencing method in listing the objectives. If,

\

however, the formal curriculum accurately represe ts-ourrent intentions,

it is reasonable to follow the official formal obrctives in preparing

the listing. Other differences will need to be-re\solved on an

individual basis.

18.. When the operational, classroom curriculum varies, but thereis

great commonality in the important objective for the component to be

..tesied, make a listing of the comMon objectives as f llows-

() Either compare listings of the sepa-rate classroo curricula and

make.a listing out of the objectives that are coMmon to the separate

lists; OR

(2) Give teachers of the different claisroom level curricula a

comprehensive listing of possible objectives for the ppropriate level

and subject. Ask the teachers to examine the master list, and check

off-the objectives which they actually Peach at that level. Make



a single curriculum-wide listing out of the most commonly checked skills.

(3) Then go through the steps in lA above to make this listing explicit,

usable, and manageably short.



Checklist Steps 2 and 3:

4, Write your listing of curriculum objectives to be tested in Column 1
of the Test Relevance Rating Form, and then record the number of

'----objectives in Box B.

Column i of the worksheet will contain your listing (or indexing)

of tns curricular componeni tO be tested. The total listing will be

organized sO that related\objectives are grouped together under a

common heading. Some of the smaller, more detailed objectives in 'your

0

curriculum may not appear separately in the list,ing because they have

been grouped together into one larger objective.

Several sheets maY be needed for listing or indexing the component

to be tested. Number the pages and draw a heavy line under the last

objective, writing END OF LISTING in bold letters. Count the number-

of objectives in Column 1, and enter this number as tn denominator

in Box B on the final page of the worksheet. Count only the objectives

and not the names of curricular subareas or skill clusters. On the

rating form for the module exercise there are 10 curriculUm objectives

listed. A sample of a completed worksheet is alsd included in this

packet of materials.
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Cheaklist Steps 4 and 5:

Rate the importance, of objectives. Then duplicate the worksheet and fill

lnithe identifying information for each test to be rated.

In this step, judgments are made about the iMportance of .each of

'the objectives that are listed in,Columril. These judgments are then

expressed as numbers, indicating degrees of importance, and are later

recorded in the third column.

For each of the objectives, tfie test rater is to judge how important

it is for students ta attain. The number of degrees of importance you

decide to use is a matter of,local judgment,,but three degrees (minor,

important, and- essential) offer a balance of convenience and contrast.

For each objective that is judged to'be of minor importance, assign it

a rating.of 1, and record the rating in the third column on\the same line

as the objective. A minor objective is one that could be omitted with little

harm to student-progress, Important objectives, ores that clearly contribute

to progress_or are worth learning for their own sake,,are assigned a rating

of 2. Essential objectives, ones that are prerequisites or are necessary

for student progress, are given a value of 3.

After judging the importance of each objective-and recordin its

importance rating in Column 3, check the ratings by comparing them with

one another. That is, after judging all objectives separately, confirm the

ratings by seeing if the ratings seem appropriate relative to eachlather.

-on completing all of the steps up to this point, make enough copies of

the partially filled-in Test Relevance Rating Farm to permit all ,of the raters

to rate all of the tests under consideration. Keep the original form blank

in-case more copies are needed. For each test, fill in the blanks-at the

top of each page of the worksheet.
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Checklist Steps 6 and 7:

List/index all of the items on the test in Column 2 of the Test Relevance
Rating Form, each on the same line as the curriculum objective that is most
closely related tb it.

Look at each test item and decide which objective in Column 1, if any,

it seems to measure. For each item, write its number (or test page and number)

in Column 2 opposite the,relevant skill. At this stage, be getierous in judging

whettier an item is resp/ onsive to an objective; what is important here is to

assemble with each-objective all of the items that measure it, even remotely.

Try to pair each test item with only one,.-curriculum objective; but if an

item seems to measure more than one skill, write its number in Column 2 opposite

each skill. Circle any repeated listing of a single item for later reference.

There wiWprobably be some items,on the test which do not correspond

to any of the objectives in Column 1. List these items at the end of Column

2, next to4the End of Listing in Column 1. Enter either the item number or

page and number so that you and other test raters can compare your judgments

abo t the items.

Ideally, you would be able to list or index a test's objectives in Column
I ,

2 next to the relevant objectives. In fact the' objectives of many existing

tests.are not specific enough to-serve as a basis for judging test relevance

ac,urately.

1 Before going on, count the total number of items on the test being rated,

a Id enter that number as the denominator in Box A and C on the final page of

t e worksheet. If you make this tally by counting numbers in Column 2, make

s Lre not to count any item more than once. That means do not count any

clircled (i.e., repeated) items.

\
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Checpist Step 8:

Judge how closely the test items correspond with the respective curriculum
skills, and record these judgments in Column 4 of the Test Relevance
Rating Form.

The purpose of this step is to judge how relevant or sensitive each

item is to the corresponding skill that your curriculum teaches. Examine

each test item, and judge how closely it corresponds to the respective

objective in format, content, ancrskill tested. The correspondence may

be unacceptable, adequate, or very close. For those degrees of match/

mismatch, assign a score of 0, 1, or 2 and record it in the fourth column.

If the item format (e.g., matching pictures and words) differs from "

the format of the relevant instruction and practice,\decide whether that

difference will interfere with your students displaying their learning of

the skills on the test. If the ansWer is xes, than a rating of 2 is not

appropriate for that-item. If the test format is so unfamiliar as to make

it very hard for studenti to show their learning of the skill, then a zero

rating Should be recorded.

Attend also to the content and process that the item measures. For

objectives dealing with specific knowledge (e.g., vocabulary), make your

judgment according to how closely the content of the item samples the

content of the instruction. For objectives dealing with processes (e.g.,

identifying the main idea), decide how well ,the process, as taught, matches

the process needed to answer the item correctly.

Record the overall rating of format, content, and process in Column 4

as one number. For an item earning a zero rating, draw a horizontal line

through the next two columns to show that it does not need to be rated further.
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In the module's exercise, the issue of curriculum and item content is

illustrated by comparing the first skill with the respective test

items. The objective calls for specific affixes and also for some words

which do not have affixes. For such judgments you may..need to set some

arbitrary criteria, such as these:

90 - 100% Congruence rates a 2

80 - 90% Congruence rates a 1

<80% Congruence rates a 0 as unacceptable

The issues of item formattand item solution processes ,are illustrated

by comparing the skill on compound words with two sets of items on ttie

sample test, #'s 7-9 and 10-14 (p. 3.40). The objectj,veCills for a

matching format involving two column of real Words; so do items es 10-14.

But items #'s 7-9 present lines of four words and ask the student to circle

Yes or No for each line. The latter format is different from the one used

in the curriculum, and probagly much less familiar.

Item format usually affects the mental processes which a pupil must

use for coming up with correct answers._ In items #'s 7-9, pupils need to

Oe able to understand the concept "all four words" and to keep in mind

while reading the words. The test-takers also need to break down each word

in #'s 7-9, sometimes more than once, e.g

fi - replace

fire - place

and judge each part for whether it is a real word. Some Of the parts are

real words and others are not. A student who uses an efficient method

for doing these problems analyzes each mord on a line until (s)he finds

a non-compound. On finding a non-compound, (s)he will circle No and go to

lOu
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the next.item directly. If all of the words on the line are cOmpounds,

the test-taker circles Yes and goes on.

In contrast, the pro6esses for solving #°s 10-14 involve rememberih..-

a word on the left, building possible compounds out of it and words on-the

right, judging each possible compOund, apd continuing until a compound

is recognized.

If the differences between the curriculum skill and the content/

format/process of item #'s 7-9 will interfere with your pupil's using

their skill to answer those items, assign a congruency rating_gf 1 or 0

depending on whether you judge the items to be acceptable reflections of the

,skil , or unacceptable. Record the rating for each of the items in the

col mn headed Step 8,on the line Where the respective items are indexed.

A___s_ecand example of a difference between a curricUlum skill and a

tested one occurs with items es 33-35 (p. 3.45) og inferential compre-

hension. The skill asks for stories which are about three paragraphs

long. The items use a text Whfch is rather short. If you think that that

difference does not really change the skill; then you will want to assign

a rating of 2 (very close) to the items and record it in the column

for Step 8 on the lines where the respective items are indexed. If the

difference in curriculum and test text length does change the skill

somewhat", then assign and record a lower congruency rating.

1 01
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Checklist Step-9:

Rate the appropriateness of the difficulty of each test item and record
the ratings in the fifth column of the Test Relevance Rating Form.

The last judgment of test materials involves rating the appropriate-

ness of each item's level of difficulty. Difficulty judgments are

expressed,on a two-point scale where O.= too hard or too easy, and

-1 = acceptable. These judgments are then recorded in the fifth'column

of the worksheet. It will help in making these judgments to ask yourself

these questions:

Is the item so easy that students who are unskilled on
the objective will answer it correctly much of the time?

Is the item so difficult that students who have mastered

the skill will miss it much of the time? .

Whenever the answer is yes, the item should get a zero rating. For all

--

such items, draw a horizontal line through the next column to the right.

As in Step 8, these judgments require you to study the test items.

If it proves hard to separate judgments of item difficulty from those of

format and content (Step 8), then this-fifth column can be eliminated

and the overall task simplified by one step. Teachers and Curriculum

Specialists who are very familiar with the curriculum as it is actually

taught will be able to make these two\types of judgments simultaneously

with confidence. Anyone who is not intimately acquainted with the

operational curriculum will have trouble with the process.
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, Checklist Steps 10 and 11:

For each objective that has any acceptable test items, multiply

the ratings for each item (Column 3 x Column 4 x Column 5) and

record the prodUcts in Column 6 of tpe worksheet. Then find the

sum of these products.
41

A total rating for each test item is now reckoned by multiplying

the importance value of the respective objective (Column 3) by the

item's ratings for curricular match (Column 4) and difficulty (Column 5

Items getting unacceptable ratings in Columns 4 or 5 will already have

been lined out in Column 6.

The numbers in Column 6 are not precise measures; they are summaries

of the test rater's judgments about the importance, curricular relevance,

6.4

and difficulty of the skills cOvered by a test. These numbers range in

possible value from 1 to 6. A rating of 6,would be received by a test

item that:

Measures a very important skill (rated 3 in Column 3)

Matches the skill closely in content and format (rated 2. in

Column 4)

. Mas an acceptable level of difficulty (rated 1 in Column 5)

The overall rating for such an item then comes from multiplying across

the form, 3x2x1 = 6 and is entered in Column 6.

After multiplying the ratings and recording them in the sixth

column, check your arithmetic. Then add the numbers in this column and

I4ecord the sum at the bottom on the column. Also, write it in Box A

as the numeratbr.



Checklist Step 12:

Count the number of acceptable items on the test and write it in
Box C of the worksheet as the numerator.

As a step toward finding the proportion of the test's items

which are relevant to your curriculum, count the number of acceptable

items. These,items. are the ones which, were not lified out in

Column 6 (Step 10). In other words, count the number of numbers in

Column 6, and record it as the numerator in Box C on the last page

of the worksheet.

3.20
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Checklist Steps 13 and 14:

Compute summary indices and use them to compare tests' congruence with
your curriculum.

To ,sumMarize a test's curricular relevance, three indices are

computed: the Grand Average, Index of Coverage, and Index of Relevance.

The Grand Average, which may range in value from 0 to 6, describes the

average, per test item, of the combined judgments of importance (Step

2), curricular match (Step 8), and item difficulty (Step 9). Compute

the Grand Average by dividing the result of Step 11 1* the total number

of items on the test (Step 7). Record thi number in Box,A on the

final page of the worksheet.

The Grand Average for a single test h s little meaning. It takes

on meaning when compared with the same figure for other tests. The one

test with the highest'Grand Average does a better job of covering more

of the important curriculum skills. This one-comparison still does not

indicate whether the highest rated tst covers the curriculum well'enough.

That judgment is aided by two other summary figures on the worksheet, the
1

Index of Coverage and the Index of ReleVance:

The Index of Coverage tells how completely a test covers the curriculum

objectives listed in the first column. It is derived\by dividing the

number of objectives in Column li(Step 3) into the number of those objectives

which the test measures adequately. Adequacy of measurement is determined'

by two factors: the number of test items per objectives ind their goodness

of match to the objective. Test raters will have to use their discretion

in deciding whether the number of items measuring an objective is\

sufficient. This decision, however, will be guided by the intended use

of the test. One or two good items per objective might be enugh for a

103
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survey test, but eight to ellimIght be a minimum for a battery of tests

for monitoring progress. In counting items per objective, count-only

the ones which have an acceptable match with the Orriculum skill, that is,

which get a numericl rating in the sixth column of 1 or higher.

While the Grand Average is based on test items, the Index of

Coverage is based 9 numbers of objectives: the proportion of objectives

(Column 1) that are adequately measured Its possible values range from

a low of zero to a high of 1.0. If the

for one test is .6, then 40% of the ski

value of the IndeX of Coverage

ls to be tested are not covered

by the test. For tests that differ very little on the Grand Average,

the one with the highest Index of Coverage would be preferable.

The last summary figure for comparing\tests is the Index of Relevance,

which tells what proportion of the test is ',sufficiently relevant to your

curriculum. It is computed by dividing the ,total.number of items on the

test (Step 7) into the number of items that adequately match the curriculum

(Step 12). Those items are the ones that receive a numerical ratir!g of

1 or higher in the sixth column of the rating form.
,

The Index of Relevance has possible value ranging from zero (totally

unresponsive to the local curriculum) to 1.0 (all of the test itemis are

adequate measures of curriculum skills). On a test with a relevance rating

of .75, a quarter of the items measure ski ls that are either not part of

your curriculum or are not at the right level of di iculty.

This third factor is important because selecting a test with a large

percentage of items that are not relevant to your cur iculum meani paying,

both in time arid money, for test materials that work a ainst you. Your
1

students may do poorly on skills in the test which do n t matth your
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curriculum, and the test results will not be very helpful for assigning

lessons.

Each of the three summary figures gives a different piece of

information about a,test. Since they are based bn different types of

information, it woqld not be meaningful to add them for,a single summary
1

judgment. The.+inal choice of a single test will be based on a comparison,
;

across several teSts, of each 9f the summary figures. To facilitate this

comparison, enter the three summary figures in the spaces provided at

the top of the ftirst page of the worksheet.

Other useful kinds of information can be derived from the Test

Relevance Rating Form. For example, the average importance* of curriculum

skills not covered in a test could be reckoned and compared as a supplement

to the other three summary measures. Also, the entries in,the sixth

colmmn of the worksheet can be used to guide the scoring and reporting

1

of pupils' 'responses to a test. Items which are identified before the

testing occurs as curriculum-irrelevant can later belynitted from the

analysis of scores, Total test scores could be reported, if reqUired by

higher authority,, but the customized, curriculum-relevant scores wod14

provide an important context for interpreting ,the total s'bres.

10
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l

On increasing the reliability of these methods

,

,Thg basis of the methods given in this unit is human judgment,

notprecise hysical measurement. These methods are an aid to

judgment and memory, not an errorproof mechanism for measuring tests.
,

Since the choice of tests is a social/political one which depends On

knowledge of Curriculum and,pupils, it cannot be completely automated.

These methods reduce the unreliability of judgment by providing some

uniform rating scales (namely, importance of objectives, congruence of

items with objectives, and difficuity of items) and uniform cutting

points or criteria along these scales.. Furthermore, the individual

ratings are recorded as they are made and are combined in a uniform

manner, rather than left unrecorded to be combined into a summary

rating of a test in an impresSionistic and forgetful manner.

The users of these methods can increase\their rel.tability further

by.several means. First, it Will help to give the,test raters some°

practice .before having them do an operatiOnal compl;.ison of tests'

curricular relevance. The exercise materials'in this module can be

used for training, or else a part of your curriculum may be used, for

familiarization, with a real test. `,Next, it will help to have some

discussion of the judgmental scales to\encourage uniformity in applying

__--,,,

the cutting points to the scales. Third, itN:ts important to have each

-,,,
.

level of a testrated independently by more than one_perso

:.

Where the

#ctwo or more raters disagree, they may resolve their diffe es, or they

may decide that they have well founded differences of judgnent and

split the differences.

Although the procedures in this unit are detailed, they are

10a
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easier to carry out than to read about. They are intend5I as a flexible

prototype to be adapted to local,needsand resources. The attehtion

to detail will be rewarded by your choice of a test that comes closest

to meeting your needs.
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HOW TO SELECT A TiST

Comparing tests'-relevance to a given curriculum

Checklist

1. Prepare a lis'ting of the part of the turriculum that you want
to test.

2. Enter your listing of objectives in the first column of the
Test Relevance Rating Form, called the worksheet.

3. Count the number of program skills and enter in Box B on the
final page of the worksheet.

4. Rate the importance of each objective in your listing and record
these judgments in the third column of the worksheet.

5. Make enough copies of the worksheet for all of the raters and all
of the tests still under consideration. Then for each of the tests
fill in the blanks at the top of the pages of the worksheet.

6. For each test, index its items in Column 2 of the'worksheet next
to the-object4ves they relate to.

7. Count the number of items on the test and enter in both Box A and
Box_C on the final page of the worksheet.

8. Judge how closely a test's items correspond to the-ret-Oective
program skilTs-in-format, content, and,process. Record these
judgments in the fourth column of the worksheet.

9. Rate the appropriateness of the difficulty of the test items,
and record these ratings in the fifth column of the worksheet.

10. For each program objective that has any items on the test,
multiply the ratings in Columns 3, 4, and 5, and enter the
products in the sixth column'of the worksheet.

11. Add all of the products from Step 10 and record at the bottom
of the sixth column and in Box A of the worksheet.

12. Count the number of adequate test items (i.e.; the number of
numbers in Column 6) and record as the numerator in Box C.

13. Compute the summary indices of tests' congruence with the
curriculum (namely, the Grand Average, the Index of Relevance,
and the Index of Coverage) and enter at bottom of last page and
in sOaces at top of front sheet of the worksheet.

14. Compare the summary indices of the tests under consideration.
Decide whether one test has markedly greater congruence with
your curriculum.
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CSE TEST RELEVANCE RATING FORM (partially ri-Iled in for Workshop Exercise)
0

All AmeriCan Test-of Reading Comprehension, brown Rated by Marion ChoyTest name, level, and form

aPrOgram subject and level,
An

:Overall

11

level
5thf6th'-grade reading comprehension Date -1/15/76

ratings (fill in last): Grand Average Index of.Coverage
(average congruence per (proportion of prOgram
item r4ngirig from 0-6) skills measured by test)

fist sheet ot
1 sheets

1

Index of Relevance
(proportion of the test that is
relevant to your program skills)

Step 2

.

Listing of Program Skills

Step 6
Index of
corresponding
test items

Step 4
Importance
of program
'skills

Step 8
Match
between items;ness
and skills

Step 9
Appropriate-

of item
difficulty

Step 10

Combined
judgments Notes

1

.

1=mdnor
2=important
3=essential

0=not accept-
able

1=adequate
2=very close

0=too hard
or too easy_

1=acceptable

.

/

.1(

Products
across
columns
4, 4, 5

,

-

.

I
112 ,-..

.

.

-

Woid level objectives

/33.39 #1
2

3

4

5

6

p 3:40 #7
8

9
p 3.40 #10

11

12,

lj
14

h
i

,

i

1

)

J s...

) v
4-,

11
fig
)4 ri
o oI
T1

real

,

.

,

Word attack
.

Affixes: In a list of words,
some of which have prefixes,
some others of which have
suffixes, and some of which
do not have affixes, pupils
will underline the affixes.
The affixes will be drawn
from this list: re-, pre-,
un-, gals-, dis-, -ness, 6
-less, -ful, -ly, -y, -en,
and -er (as in driver).

Compound words: Pupils will
complete compound words by
matching words in a left
column with words In a right
column.
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CSE TEST RELEVANCE RATING FORM

Test:name, level, form All American Test of Reading Comprehension, brown Rater
level

Choy

\

page 2

Date 1/15476

Program Skills

Index of
items .

-Importance
of program
skills

-Match between
program
skill & item

Appropriate-
ness ofitem
difficulty

Products
of prev.
3 columns Notes

Root wordsf Given, a list

of words, each containing
P 3.41 #15

16

,

an affix, the pupil will
write the root wora. Affixes

will incluae verb markers fox
tense and kocissive,
comparatives, d superla-
tives, and the onea for the
objectiVe on affixes ilbove.

;

li

.

.

.

Meahin: \
, .

Synonyms: 'Giv\en\ a vocab- p 3.42 #18

ulary word, the Pupil will 19 .

select from multiPle choices
the word or phrase which

20

is a synonym.

_ -

___

Antonyms: Given a vocab- p 3.42 #21 .

ulary word which has an , 22

opposite, the'pnpil will
select its antonym from
multiple choices. . .

23

.

.
.

,

,

.
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CSE TEST\RELEVANCE RATING FORM

Test name, level, form All American Test of Reading Comprehension, brown Rater Chrly

level

LOHLIOUdLIUfi snee
page 3

Date 1/15/76

,

.

I .

i

Program Skills

.

Index of
iters

Importance
of program
skills

Match between
program
skill & item

Appropriate-
ness of Item
difficulty

Products
of prev.
3 columns

.

,

.

Notes

Phrase, sentence, and text

p 3.43 #24
25

26

,

p3.43 #27
28
29

p 3.44 #30
31

32

,

.

.

,

.

l

.

.

'$

41.-

,

,

.

.

J
..,

level objectives

Meaning from context - words
vith one familiar meaning:
Given sentences-with one word
Omitted, pupils will select
from multiple_choices the
one vord whose meaning is
most closely related to the
context. Choices will be
about the same length (+ 2
letters) and at least two of
them will start with the same

letter.'

Meaning from context - words
with more than one familiar
meaning: Given sentenCes witV
a multiple-meaning word
underlined, the pupil will
pick from multiple choices
the definition of the'word
which fits the'context."

,
,

Main idea: Given a storY of
3-5 sentences, pupils will
select the main idea, whefe
the three distractors deal
with part\iculars of the
story or With generalizations
from sin e particulars.
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CSE TEST.RELEVANCE RATING FORM .

Test name, level, form All American Test of Reading Comprehension, brown Rater Choy_

level

Final sheet
page h

Date 1/15/76

Program Skills

Index of
items

Importance
of program
skills

Match between
program
skill & item

Appropriate-
ness of item
difficulty

Products
of prev.:,

3 columns Notes

Inferences: Given a story in
aboue three paragraphs, pupils
will mark whether each of
several supposed inferences
from the'story is probably
true, probably false, or can't
tell.

Meanings of colloquial
phrases: Giveh a sentence
with an idiomatic colloquial
phrase underlined, pupils will
select the literal phrase with
the same meaning from multiple
choices.

p 345#33
34

35 .

p.3.46#39
ho
hl

END OF LISTING

OVERALL
RATINGS

Box A

p 3,45#36,

37, 38
Clearly
irrelevant
items

Box .B Box C

Stei 11

(SO- of
ndmbers
in sixth
cOltimn.

grite it in
Box A also.)

GRAND AVERAGE: INDEX OF COVERAGE:
,

INDEX OF RELEVANCE: '

Sum of numbers in 6th Number of program skills
/

Numiiier of acceptable test items

column (step 11) adequately measured by test (step 12) 1

/ I

divided by divided by

divided by /

Total number of test Total n inber of items on the

'items (step 7) Total number of program test (s ep 7)

. skills in first column

(step 3)

1 3
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CSE TEST RELEVANCE RATING FORM

Rated bYest name, level, and form All American Test of Reading Comprehension, brown

. Date

/level
5th/6th grade reading comprehension

(worked example)

JProgram subject and level

Overall ratings*(fill in last): Grand Average 2.1 Index of Coverage
(avera;e =ongruence per (proportion of program
item rang.fngi from 0-6) skills measured by test)

.70

Marion Choy

1/15/76

4 sheets

Index of Relevance
(proportion of the test that is

relevant to your program skills)

.63

Sten 2

Li3ting of Pro ram Skills

Step 5
Index of ,

corresponding
test itans

Word level objectives

1
r3 Word attack

Affixes: In a list of words,
I some of which have prefixes,

,r3
some others of which havem w

-0 suffixes, and some of which
do not have affixes, pupils
will underline the affixes.
The affixes will be drawn
from this list: re-, pre-,
un-, mis-, dis-, -ness,
-less, -ful, -1y, -y, -en,
and -er (as in driver).

Compound words: Pupils will
complete compound words by
matching words in a left
column with words in a right
column.

113

p 3.39 #1
2

3

4

5

6

P 3.40 #7
8

9 .

p 3.40 #10

11
12

13
14

Step 4
Importance .

of program
skills
1=minor
2=important
3=essential

Step 8
Match
between items
and skills

Step 9

ness of item
ri::e-Adpipfrfoi:u l

0=too,hard
'or too easy

1=acceptable

1

1

1

1

Step 10

Combined
judgments
Products,
across
coluTns
3, 4, 5

Notes

0=not-accept-
able ,

1=adeguate
2=vert, close

2

2

2

2

2

0 Fermat is way off.

0 Not similar enough to

0 program skill
2 2

2 1 C.

2 1

2 1

2 1 '2

*Note: these ratings will-vary with your judgmen s of your pupils' abilities and the imp, rtance of the program skills.
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CSE TEST RELEVANCE RATIWG FORM

Test name, level,. fonne All AMerican Test of Reading Comprehension, brown Rater
level

Program Skills
Index of
iters

Root words: Given ajist_.---p 3.41 #15
of wordsilleach-Confiining 16

an-affix, the pupil will 17

write the root Word. Affixes
include verb ,markers foit

tense and progresSive,
compratives, and superla-
tives, and the ones for the
objective, on affixes above

Meaning

Synonyms: Given a vocab-
ulary word, the pupil will
select from multiple choices
the word or phrase which
is a synonym.

Antonyms: .Given a vocab-
ulary word which has an
opposite, the pupil will
select its antonym from
multiple choices.

P 3.42 #18
19
20

p 3.42 #21
22
23

mportance
of program
skills

Choy

atc e ween pproprlate-

program ness of item
skill & item difficult

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

,

WillosisUaloWn
page 2

Date 1/15/76

Products
of prey.
3 columns Notes

Jlore important as a
writing skill than a

/
reading one. Item
format calls for pupils;
to select root words 1

from four. very
different choices.

122
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CSE TEST RELEVANCE RATING FORM

Test name, level, form All American Test of ReadinR.Comnrehension, brown Rater

leVel

Pro9ram Skills

rndex of .

iters

p 3.43 #24
25

26

,

p 3.43 #27
28

29.

.

p 3.h4 #30
31
32

I,

V.

Importance
of program
skills

1

1

1

,

.

3

3

3

. 1
3

. 3

Match, between

prograM _

skill kitem

,

2

2

2

1

1

1

...

.

2

2

2

.

pppropriate-
',less of item

difficulty

1
1

1

0-
0
0

1

1

1

Products
of prey.
3 columns

2

2

2

6

6

6

Notes

Too hard

-

,

.

,

.

-

-

i

Phrase, sentence, and text

level objectives

Meaning from context - words
with one familiar meaning:
Giyen sentences with one word
omitted, pupils will select
from multiple choices the
one word whose meaning is
most closelY related to the'
context. Choices will be
about the same lengthA+ 2
letters) and at least two of
them will start with the same

letter.

Meaning from context - words
with more than one familiar
meaning: Given sentences witY
a multiple-meaning word
underlined, the pupil will*
pick from multiple choices
the definition of the word
which fits the context.
-

Main idea: Given a story of

3-5 sentences, pupils will
select the main idea, where
the three distractors deal
with particulars of the "
story or with generalizations
from single particulars.

12:i .



.CSE TEST RELEVANCE RATING FORM

Test name, level, form All American Test of Reading Comprehension, brown Rater Choy
level

Finai sheet
page 4

Date 1/15/76

..._

Program Skills

Index of
items

'Importance
of program
skills

Match between
program
skill & item

Appropriate-
ness of item
difficulty ,

Products
of prey..
.3 columns Notes

Inferences: Given a story in
about three paragraphs,,pupils
will mark whether each of
several supposed inferences
from the story is-probably.
true-, probably false, or can't

p 3.45#33
34

35

P 3.46#
.

4o

41

1

1
.

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

0

0

0

,

2

2

2

Stec 11

88

The small difference
between item and
program paragraph
length does not seem
important.

Too easy. The
distractors don't mal
sense, so they couldr
be correct choices.

.

tell:

Meanings of colloquial
phrases: Given a sentence
with an idiomatic c011oquial
phrase underlined, pupils_srtfl
select the literal phrase with
the same meaning from ...:-.11tiple

choices.

(Sur- of

numbers
in sixth
column.
Write it in
Box A also.)

EN.-; OF LISTING- P 3.45#36,
37, 38
Clearly
irrelevant
items ,

.

/--'

OVERALL
RATINGS
Step 13

/425

Box A

GRAND AVERAGE: .2.1

Sum of numbers in 6th
column (step 11)

divided by

88

Total number of test
items (step 7) 41

Box B

INDEX OF COVERAGE: .70

Number of program skills
Adequately measured by test

7

divided by

Total number of program-
skills in first column
(step 3) 10

Box C

INDEX OF RELEVANCE: ,63

Number of acceptable test items
(step 12)

26

divided by

Total number of items on the
test (Step 7)

41

e

126
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:CSE TE8TKEUVANCE RATING FORM

Test name, level, and,form

e rogram subject and level

Overall ratings (fill in /ast): Grand Average
(average congruence per
item ranging from 0-6)

Index of Coverage

Rated by

Date

(proportion of program
skills measured by test)

First sheet of
sheets

A
Index of Relevance
(proportion of the test that is
relevant to your program skills)

Step 2

.

Listing of Program Skills

Step 6 ,
Index of
corresponding
test items

Step 4
Importance
of program
skills

Step 8
Match
between items
and skills

Step 9
Appropriate-
ness of item
difficulty

Step 10

Combined
judgments Notes

,

. 1=minor
2=important
3=essential

0=not accept-
able

1=adequate
2=very close

0=too hard
or too easy_

1=acceptable

Products
across
columns
3, 4, 5

,

.. 127 .

,

-
,

-. .

,

123
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CSE TEST RELEVANCE RATING FORM

Test name, level, form Rater

Cbntinuation sheet
page

Oate

,..

Program/Skills
Index of
items

Importance
of program
skills

Match between
program
skill & item

Appropriate-
ness of item
difficulty

.

,

Products
of prev.
3 columu_

,

.

_

.

Notes

,
.

. ,
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CSE TEST RELEVANCE.RATING FORM

Test name, level, form

, Program Skills

Rater Date

Final sheet
page

I4ex of
items

Importance
of program
skills

Match betWeen
program
skill & item

OVERALL
RATINGS
Step 13

131

Clearly
irrelevant
items

Box ti Box B

ppropr ate- P
hess of item o

difficulty 3

Box C

roducts
f prey.
columns Notes

Step 11

(Sum of
numbers
in sixth
column.
Write it in
Box A also.)

GRAND AVERAGE: INDEX OF COVERAGE: INDEX OF RELEVANCE:

Sum.of numbers in 6th Number of program skills Number of acceptable test items
colum (step 14) adequately measured by test. (step 12)

divided by, divided'by
divided by

Total number of test Total number of items on the
items (step 7) Total number of prrgram

skills in first column
test (step 7)

,

, ,--
(step 3)
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a

All-American Test of English
Reading Comprehension

Brown Level

c. Test Devalopment Corp., N.Y., 1978

Some of these materials are adapted froM the item banks of Downers Grove,

Illinois, Unified School District and the El Dorado, California, County-

.School District.



DIRECTIONS: In tbe list of words below draw a line under cach
preffx or suffix. Some of the words do not have a
prefix or a suffix. A worked example is given in
thebox

EXAMPLE: rewrite'

happy

watchful'

Draw a line under each prefix or suffix.

1. dislike

2. during

3. driver

4. people

5. quickly

G. refill

Go to the next page

7
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DIRECTIONS: Read each grouptf four words below. If all four words
are compound words', circle Yes. If any word is not a
compound, circle No. The first two are done for you.

EXAMPLE: 0 Inkblot, screwdriver, pigskin, notebook

EXAMPLE:

8.

3.40

Hammer, teamwork, keychain, enemy Yes

Afternoon, barefoot, walking, mailed Yes No

Fireplace, football, bedtime, icebox Yes No

9. Bookcase, ruler, raindrop, heavenly

DIRECTIONS:

EXAMPLE:

10-14.

4

Yes No

In'each box below, a word on the left makes a bi.gger word
with one word on the right. Draw a line to connect the two
words that make a bigger word. The first b,ox is a worked
example for you.

eye fruit
grape nob
door , brow

an noon
after fly
any light
butter body
flash other

Explanation
eyebrow
grapefruit
doorknob
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DIRECTIONS: In eaCh problem below put a check, next to the one Word that
is a root word, The first problem is done for you.

EXAMPLE: Check the one word that is a root word:

paper

naughty

unsafe

15. Check the one word that is a root word:

looked

happily

dirty

cold

.16. Check the one word that is a root word:

thirsty

family

talking

smiled

17. Check the one word that is a'root word:

arrange

-filled

bboks

winning

Go to the next page
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'DIRECTIONS: Read the word on the left below. Then circle the one
word on the sathe line that has the same meaning. The
first problem is done for you.

EXAMPLE: .flat: rough ta.11

18. blonde: hairy fair-headed brunette
6,

19. wide: narrow broad

20. steal: irn give

DIRECTIONS:

EXAMPLE: near:

long

rob

3.42.

Cirele the word that means the opposite of*the word on the
left. The first problem is worked for you.

high

21., warm:
'

hot cold

22. happy: sad silly

23. rough: ,soft smooth

,

away

coOl

funny

hard
0

A

Go to the next page



DIRECTIONS:

EXAMPLE:

24.

Read the firs't part of each
completes the sentence best.

The dog gnawed the

a. boy

c. boat

sentence, then circle the
The'first problem is do

. /
,hit the ball the IVY .90eded

/
a. glove'
b. bat
c. belt

25. The bird ate three/

a.

b.

C.

words
worms
nests

26. Mary bought an_apple at the-

a. barn
b. start
c. store

3.43

rd that
e for you.

1

DIRECTIONS: Read the first sentence, thinking carefully of the underlined word.
'Then read the other sentences and check,the one in which the under-
lined word has a new or different meaning. The first question is
done for you. .

EXAMPLE: Mother cut her hand oil a can'.

a. Whickts your right hand?
vb. Please hand me that EaT.
c. Put youTTind on your head.

27. Susan reads as-well as Jane.

a. Jack and .Jill went to a well.
b. ,How well can you tell tiFer
c. Mike can not draw animals well.,

28. Tom can't find his pen_

a. This an has red ink in it.
b. Dick put the pigs,in the pen.
c. Pete wants a Rtri for his bi-rthday.

29. Do you have anything to eat?

a. Pete' will have a birthday party.
b. Have you got any pennies?
c. We have to go home now. /

'Go to the next: page ,



DIRECTIONS:

EXAMPLE:

3.44

Read each story below and then check the main idea for the story.
The first question is done for you.

Gold is soft, almost as soft as putty. It can be,hammered into
a thin wafer five millionths of an inch thick without being
heated. Just one ounce of gold can be beaten into a thin sheet
100 feet square,'or drawn into a thin wire stretching fifty
miles. In addition, gold is a superb conductor of electricity
and a marvelous reflector of heat.

The story mainly tells:
. .

. a. Why gola reflects'heat and light
b. Why gold is so soft
c. What makes metals so valuable

What wonderful qualities gold has

30. The frankfurter, named for the City of Frankfurt in Germany, is
easily the most popular sausage in the world. Frankfurters,
popularly known as Mot dogs," are sold almost everywhere in the
United States. They are consumed in great numbers at :sporting
events and amusement places. Peopie from foreign countries Often
think hot dogs are one ofcthe characteristics of American life.

The story mainly tells:

a. Why hot dogs ire popular
b. How hot dogs and ftlokfurters differ
c. What foreign people t ink of 'hot dogs'
d. How popular hot dogs &re

31. 'Why does a mustang buck\so ildly when a saddle or man is on its
back for 'this first time? MuttAms have the blood of wild horses.
Their ancestors roamed the plains,.hunted by wolves and mountain
lions. They had.a built-in terror Of being attacked and killed
by fangand claw.' Instinctively theY became all fear and fire
when something leaped on their backs.

The story mainly tells:

a. What the mustangs' ancestors did
b. What animals killed mustangs
c. What makes mustangs buck wildly
d. Why horses are difficult to train

A buffalo stampede was a frightening thing to see.
headed buffalo, weighing from 1000 to 2000 pounds,
blindly forward, bringing death and destruction to
anything unlucky enough to be caught in their path

The story'mainly tells:

a. How heavy buffalo are
b. What a buffalo stampede was like
c. How hard buffalo charge
d. Why people are afraid of some animals

. 133
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DIRECTIONS: Read the following sentences.

The next morning the two men came back for brown pet.
Jack and Nancy ran to the barnyard.
They wanted to tell the cow good-by.
Mr. Stone said, "Your pet will be happy at the zoo."

If the sentence below could be true, check A. If the sentence is

//
probably false, check B. If you can't say whether it is true or

false, check C. The,first question is done for you.

EXAMPLE: .The.men were going to take brown pet away.

3.45

Probably true
b. Probably false
c. Can't say

33. Brown pet was in the barnyard.

a. Probably true
b. Probably false
c. Can't say

34. The men were taking brown pet to the zoo.

a. Probably ,true
b. Probably false
c. Can't say

35. The men came for brown Pet in the morning because it would take
all day to get to the zoo.

a. Probably true
b. Probably_ftlse
c. Can't say

DIRECTIONS: Read\each sentence,and then underline the Part of the sentence
which shows exaggeration. The first one is done for you.

EXAMPLE: "Don't drop that light bulb, Roger," said Mr. Fairfield.
"If yOu do, it will break into ten million pieces."

36. -."Don't walk'so heavily, Debbie. It sounds as if an elephant
were walking through'the hall," scolded Mr. Glass.

"This.flashlight battery is powerful," said Jerry. "Ull
bet it could make a flashlight bright enough to light up all
the city at once."

38. "That certainly is a strange-lookipg animal," said Linda.
"Its tail must be a block long. Is it dangerous?"

Go to the next page
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3.46

DIRECTIONS: Read each sentence and underline the meaning of each
colloquial exPression. The first one is done for you.

EXAMPLE: When the dog ate the gingerbread, krs. Weber was hopping mad.

hopping like an angry rabbit
very angry

39. :It is easy to catch cOld in very bad weather. .

get sick with a cold
catch hold of cold air

40. Our team played very well, and it soon took ,the lead.

got the better score
grabbed the leading player -

41. Mrs. Lane was so worried that she snappeCat Ann for7no reason
at all.

tried to bite
spoke crossly to

END OF TEST:
RAISE YOUR HAND
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4.1

INTRODUCTION -TO TEST SELECTION -- MODULE IV: Comparing the Technical

and Practical Merits of Tests

This module discusses characteristics of tests that'may be used to

compare the tests' overall technical and practical merits.

As an aid in identifying features to use for screening and comparing

tests, a listing of,32 such dimensions of teSts is included in this

module. You are urged to modify.the list according to your experience and

to the resent need for tests. There is almost no end to the number of

test features whi h you could consider, so you may want to add to the

list (e.g., a fea ure such as the availability of in-service training in

givisng and scori g i test). On the other hand, not all test features are

important for a given test use (e.g., alternate test forms are not

important to have if you are doing one-st testing), so you will probably

eliminate some of the listed features for any given testing situation.

The listing of suggested test features follows on pages 4.2 to

4.6.

'y
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4.2

Features that Can Be Used to Screen Tests'
Technical and Practical Merits

A. Objectives or domains that a test includes

, Sources of information on the feature: Listing\in a test manual or

continuum chart of the objecttves covered at 'each level of the test

Releva t test uses: Program planning, diagnos, progress monitoring,

proficien tes ing

1. clarity of ob'ectives: Does the statement of each objective or
skill ma e it c ear just what content and behavior are being tested; or
would many different types of content and behavior be consistent with
each objective? Objectives such as the following are not clear:
reading comprehension, critical thinking, arithmetic operations,
arithmetic applications. The following objective approaches 'clarity,
but still has much leeway:

Given a story of 4-5 lines at a fourth grade reading level,
pupils will select the main -tdea; ----The-three-distractors- will
"deal with particulars of the story or with generalizationt from
single particulars.

2. Rationale for objectives: The primary justification for including
an objective on a test is-that the objective is actually taught in the
classroom. If a test is being selected to measure theLdirect effects sl

of instruction,,this test feature may .be omitted here because it is
covered in detail in another module. But if a test is being used for
some predictivt Purpose,,such as to test survival skills in reading and
math, the choice O'f\objectives should be well justified.

3. . Flexibility in selecting objectives: Is an adequate range or
number of different objectives covered? For testing at several levels,
are the most important coe qbjectives covered at several test levels
with items that are appropriate for the respective ages? For continuous
progress monitoring (end of unit testing), are single.objectives easy
to test separately?

4. Number of items per objective: Is the number of test items for
each objective appropriate for the intended use of the test? When
test itsults are to be used to make decisions about the specific skills
of individual pupils, there must be at least several items per specific
skill. For end of unit testing there should be at least eight or ten,
and often much more, depending on the desired level of proficiency. When
there are only one or'two items per objective, then the results may be
misleading, because the score for an objective can be greatly affected
by carelessness, guessing, or using a neighbor's answer. .If a test is
to be used to survey, a program, and not to suPport classroom instruction,
then the nUmber of items per objective can be small, and the variety of
objectives should be great.
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. Adequgy of the test development process

Sources of ihformation on the feature: Technical r ports, technical

manuals, or technical sections of the test manual ,

4.3

Relevant test uses: all
. ,

. .

1. -:Itim review: Were the test items adequately reviewed for clarity,
reading level, flaws in item construction, etc., not only y reviewers,
but also on the basis of pilot testing?

2. Congruency: Is there convincing evidence that the test items
measure the skill and content described by their respective objectives?
If there are only sketchy objectives, then there cannot be any
convincing evidence. This is important for'objectives-based tesAing.

3. Representativeness: Is each set of items which gets scored a
typical, representative sample of the skill? Or is it instead a
biased, untypical sample?

4. Pilot testing: Was pilot testing of the test items carried out,
and if-so,-was it on-a-representative and sizable samplifof test takers?

C. Validation by field testing

Evidence: Technical repors or technical manuals

Relevant test uses: All, eXcept where noted.

1. Pupils in the field testing sample: Was.the production version
of the test validated through field testing, and if so, was the group
of students in the field test sizable and either representative of the
nation or of the groups to be tested in your program? If not, then
any data for C.2-5 below are not meaningful.

2. Sensitivity to learning: Is evidence reported that instruction is
followed by dependable increases in scores on relevant items? The

evidence should be free of the usual problems in measuring gain (e.g.,
the increase in test scores should not be attributable merely to
maturation of the pupils).

3. Consistency of scores: Is appropflate evidence for the reliability
of test scores reportedrFor tests where human judgment is heavily
involved in the scoring it is essential to have evidence of inter-judge
or inter-rater reliability. If alternate forms of a test will be used,
consistency in their scores for individual test takers should be shown.
When scores on individual objectives or subtests will be use&(e.g.,
for diagnosis), then the reliability data should be for such scores, not
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4.4

, merely on total test scores. Finally, if the scale of test scores
is to be split into two or three categories (e.g., fail, marginal,
pass), the reliability data should be for that type of decision and
not for total test scores: '

4. Lack of bias in item statistics: Does the test publisher report
' statistical evidence that the test functions ,es.sentially the.same for

the different pupil groups that you Will be'testIng? A shoWing that
one group performs somewhat lower overall than another is not sufficient
evidence, because.that result will occur when the one grouFFas not
learned the torget skills as thoroughly. Sound evidence will consist
of data showing the pattern of item difficulties (that is, the difficulty
of each item on a test relative to the difficulties of the other items)
is the same for the various groups being tested; or that items cluster
similarly.

5. Validity of passing scores: If cutting scores are to be used,
is evidence offered that pass/fail scores strongly predict a valid
indicator of success?

D. Appropriateness for examinees

Sources of information on the feature: Examiner's manual, test materials,

answer materials

Relevant test uses: All

1. Surface fairness: Are different racial, national, or cultural
groups portrayed, in words or pictures, representatively and positively?

2. Vocabulary of test items: Is the language of the test items at
an appropriate level for the test takers?

3. Item content and response b haviors: Are the contents of the
items and the behaviors required for answering, appropriate for the
test takers?

4. Directions to test takers: Are the directions for each subtest
clear and complete? Are there separate directions for each group of
items that need to be introduced separately? Are sample (i.e, practice)
items given where needed? The difficuitY of the directions is
relevant here.

5. Testing time: Is the time required for testing appropriate for
pupils like yours? If there are time limits, are they appropriate?
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4.5

61. Layout, print, and illustrations: Do the visible characteristics
of the materials make it easy for the pupil to do the test? Are
the print and illustrations clear and large enough? Is the content
of the illustrations familiar to the pupils? Is the material for
each test item adequately separated from the material for other
items? a I .
7. Iiem difficulty: Covered in the module on rating the curricular
relevance of a test.'

E. Procedural features

Sources of information on the feature: Publishers' catalogs:examiners

manuals, directions to pupils, directions for scoring, other sample

Amaterials

Relevant test uses: All, except where noted

1. Qualifications of test administrator_:_Are_the_qualifications of
the test administrator made clear,.and are your personnel qualified?

2. Directions to the tester: Are the directions to the tester clear,
complete, and easy to use?

3. Ease,speed, and flexibility of scoring: Are the desired options
for scoring available? For classroom use of scores, either hand scoring
by means of a template (or other objective and efficient key) or
machine scoring with very rapid turnaround is needed. For program
planning, accountability, or program evaluation, slower scoring may be
adequate.

4. Objectivity of scoring: Are the guidelines for scoring so clear
that different scorers (a) know what to do.and (b) get the same results
with the same pupil responses?.

5. Curriculum indexing: Does the test publisher offer an optional
index relating the specific skills on the test to specific learning

J.activities or to the lesions and exercises in several series of
appropriate instructional 'materials? .,This is relevant when test scores
are to be used to support instructional decisions im the classroom.

6. Availability of atternate test forms: Are two or more parallel
forms available? This is important when pupils are to be tested
more_ttan2once, as impre- and post-testing.

I .

,
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4. 6

F. Reporting arid interpreting test scores

Sources of information on the feature: Technical manuals, examiners'

tanUals

Relevant test uses: All, except as. indicated
. .

1. Choice of score reports: Are the levels of score reports that you
want available? Scores are needed for individual pupils on individual
objectives for diagnosis, prescription, and ongoing progress verifica-
tion. Classroom.scores for single objectives are.useful to teachers
for instructional planning. Class, grade, building, and program level
scores may be useful for accountability, needs assessment, or program
evaluation.

2. Choice of score types: Are the types of scores that you want
available?, Mastery (pass/fail), domain (% correct), and percentile
norms are possibilities. Grade level equivalents should nOt be used.
Are the scores given in a form that is easy to use and interpret?,,

3. Score report or micord forms: Are the forms for reporting or
recorTing scores easy\to use and appropriate for the test use?

4. Guidelines for dedision making: Does the publisher give usable
advice'on how to make Ocisions about individual pupils on the basis
of a combination of infdrmation sources, some of them being test scores?

5. Cautions: Does the publisher give information on the limits to
inter-Fiiliiitest scores? Informatton on the amount and sources of
error in measurement is useful, as is information on the.types and
probability of decision error.

6. Appropriateness of norm groups: Arejhe pupil populations for
norming the test meaningful to compare with your pupils?

The following section, pages 4.7 to 4.19, provide step-by-sty instructions

for comparing tests on the above kinds of features.
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4.7

Checklist Step 1:

Select test features to evaluate.

The first -stei3 is to decide which characteristics to use for comparing

I

the tests' overallItechnital and practical merits. You can simplify

. .

-the task by.elirOnAting No sets of features':'

.0nes that do not make a test better or worse :for meeting your
testing heeds. These are features which are irrelevant or are
of negligible importance. For example, the two test features,
prestriptive curriculum indeking and availability of alternate
forms may be eliminated from the judging process when there-TY-to
BITionetime.survey testing fqr accountability purposes, with
itsbrOidnormative scores and slow reporting of results.

FeatureS that have already been used in a pass/fail fashion to
narrow the Pool of available tests. These are called exclusionary
featuret. Im screening tests to use for student 4iagnosisi sfor ,

examp e, you will already have excluded tests which do not provide
scoreS.for separate objectives.

Some features, may be used in both a pass/fail fashion and a comparative

one. For example, tests with fewer than some-minimum acceptable number of

items, er ob ective may be excluded tn the initial screening; then, when

tests are compared feature by feature, tests with larger numbers of items

per objective may be rated higher than tests with smaller numbers. In the

same vein; test which do.not offer optional prescriptive curriculum indexes

may be screened out and the remainng tests later compared on the quality

of their curriculum indexes.

A worksheet'is provided (pages 4.21 - 4.22) in this module for organping

your comparison of tests. In using this kind of form, the first step is

to write in the fi st coiumn of the sheet the names of the features which

you want to use fo4 comparing the practical and technical quality of tesfs

for the glven.testing situation.
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4.8

Checklist Step 2:,

Rate the impOrtance of the-features to be compared, and record the ratings
on the-worksheet.

A test's suitability to meet your needs depends more heavily on some

'of ifs features than on others. Three degrees.of importance in features'

have already been mentioned:

'- Exclusionary features - ones that are necessary for a test
to have it it to meet your needs. These are used In a pass/fail
fashion to exclude clearly Unacceptable tests.

,

Irrelevant or unimportant features - ones that have just been
crossed off the list of characteristics to be evaluated.

Comparative features - all of those aspects of a test which make it
more or less suitable. These include exclusionary features on
which tests may still vary in quality, after they meet minimum
levels of acCeptability, as mentioned under Step 1. Also included
are all of the other aspects of tests which make them relatively
more or less practical and technically sound. These are the features
which.have not been crosted 9ut on the worksheet plus any you have
added.

Now judge the relative importance of these remaining features and

assign importance ratings, or weights, to them. A simple scheme would .

ass.' a rating of 2 to more important than average features and a rating

' of 1 to the ones of average importance. This scheme has the advantage of

simplicity, but it may not be sensitive enough tO the real (in your judgment)

differences'in importance of test features. A three level weighting system,

like this

3 = most important

2 = average importance

-71 = useful, but not so important

-,---walec-Ognize a broader range in the value of tests' characteristics.

The later, overall rating of a test is,influenced by the importance

4



C 4.9

weight of each feature. Theipoint of having both exclusionary features

for screening tests at first and /importance" weights for adjusting the

influence of-features on the dverall.rating is this: wewint to keep the

less iTportant features from adding up in the final analysis to overcom-

pensate for the absence of essential and more important ones. This

principle - Don't let the minor test features dominate the comparison of

tests - should guide the test selection process. As noted above, a

feature that is of minor importance for one test use, may be essential

for a different use.

The different audiences and users of the tests should participate

in making the importance ratings so that their needs and interests will

be tiken into acdount. We recommend that teachers have a major voice

at this'stage because they have a good sense of how tests may or may not

be useful for instructional purposes of how practical a test is to use,

and of the effects of testing on pupils' motivation and morale.



4.10

Checklist Step 3:

Enter the names of the tests-to-be compared-at-the tap-of-the-worksheet
and then duplicate the form.

In the spaces at the top of the worksheet

c"

nter the name, form, and

level of each test to be evaluated. fbr use i filling out the rest bf the

worksheet,'Write an abbreviation of each test's name in the column labelled

Abbreviated Names.

Make a photocopy of the fbrm for each person (or team of persons) who

will be evaluating the tests, keeping the original copy blank in case more

clean d plicates are needed.

/ ,
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Checklist Step'4:

(

Find the evidence, e.g., in the sample materials, for the first
test feature.

The specimen sets for many tests have an examiner's manual, a technical,

repor:i,--one complete test form for each test level, a complete set of

ansWer-sheetS (if they are separate from the test forms), a complete set

of scoring keys, examples of score reports, any relevant stimulus materials,

etc. Not all specimen sets are organized the same way, and the evidence

for any, given test feature may be spread over several places.

The test rater should become familiar with the specimen sets, finding

and noting the evidence for each feature which (s)he has the job of

evaluating. If there appears to be no evidence for a given feature, that

will be noted in the next step.

_Find the evidence for the first test feature in all of the specimen

sets.
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J:hecklist Step 5:

Arratige the tests in descending order of merit or quality`On the first
feature: Enter these rankings (best, second, third..,--) in the respective
columns of the worksheet nOt to the name of the feature. -

Study the various tests' evidence for the given feature and decide

which one (if any) is better than ttle other§ on that one dimension. Then

decide which other test is second best, and so on. For any tests which

rOovide no evidence of merit on a feature, or else evidence of insufficient

merit, rank them as zeros on that characteristic. You will have to decide

locally on how little merit a test can have on a feature and still beI. .
worth rankin above zero. For example, you ma decide that reliabilities

below .6 are a bad as having no reliability data at all. Then you would

rank all tests with no reliability figures or with figures below .6 as

zeros, and give the remaining tests positive rankings.

For this first feature write the tests' abbreviated names in the

columns for their respective rankings. Make these entries on the same

line is the name of the feature. Be sure to write the short names of

the zero-rated tests in the zero column because this information is used

later.



Checklist Step 6:

How to handle ties and small diferences in ranking tests on a tingle
-feature.

4.13

Occasionally tw or more tests wiWbe equally good on a given feature,

so that_they are tied in ranking. For these cases it is necessary to have

a standard method of recording the rankings. A method that is commonly used

with such ordinal (rank order) data is tn assign each-of the tied tests

the average of the ranks they would have occupied if they had not been

tied. Imagine a case like this: for the feature concerning number of

items per objective, one test has the most appropriate number of items.

Two other tests have an equal, and somewhat less suitable, number of items

per objective. A fourth test has a still less suitable number. Any test

with an unsuitable number of items per objective would have been eliminated

iR the prior screening, so there should be no zero rankings for this feature.

For this feature the best test will receive a first place and the

least suitable one a fourth place. The tests that are tied in the middle

will both be ranked (2 + 3) 2, or .2.5. On the line of the worksheet

for that feature draw a circle that includes the spaces for the second

and third places, write the abbreviated names of the two tied tests in

it, and write 2-1/2 Or 2.5 in the circle. In the same vein, if three

tests were tied for third place, you would circle the spaces for third,

fourth, and fifth, write the tests' short names in the circle, and write

in the average of-3, 4, and 5, which is 4.

In short, give each of the tied tests the average of the ranks

which they would have earried if not tied.

A related difficulty in ranking tests arises when they differ, but

154
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only slightly, in their merits on a given feature. Here you need to decide

"How much of a 'difference in quality makes a difference?" One rule of

thumb is that small differences in merit deserve different rankings for

test features that are very important, but they'do not for featUres that

'are less important. A.secOnd rule of thumb is that small differences in

merjt deserve the same ranking for features that are judged subjectively

or on which different judges disagree a great-deal. 'For features, that

have=clear, objective evidence, small differences in quality are a firmer

basis for assigning different rankings.

You will still have to decide locally how much of a diffet-sence in

quality should be treated as an effective difference, but the two rules

of thumb will make those decisions much easier.

155
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Checklist Step 7:

?IlPpeat StepsAAiJarLALLI of the_ather test features to be evaluated.

Compare the tests, one feature at a time, and record their rankings

on a feature before going on to evaluate the next one. When problems

or questions arise, note them in the right-hand column of the worksheet

under "Notes." They can be resolved later by conferring with other test
-1

raters. Staff members with-special expertise should be assigned special

features to evaluate, so one person need'not rate all of the features.
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Checklist Step 8:

Summarize the rankings of all tests by weighting then and transferring them
to the Ffnal-Results table-oh-the-worksheet.

The next step toward-an overall comparison of the tests is to transfer

the rankings to the summary table at the ulver right of the\worksheet. The

rankings will be recorded as tallies in the Final Results Table and wi

, weighted according to the importance of their respective features.

Start with.the rankings of the first feature. For-the test that is

ranked Best you will enter one, two, or three tallies in the first column

of the Final Results Table for that test according to whether the feature

has an Importance rating of 1, 2, or 3. That is the test which is ranked

Best on'a Very Important feature will have three tallies entered in the

first place column of the table. Two tests that are tied for second and

third place on that feature (thus both ranked 2.5) will each have three

tallies entered in the column headed 2-3 of the Final Results Table.

Any other fractional rankings will be transferred to the in-between columns

of the summary table. Another test which had not acceptable evidence for

that same feature would have three tallies entered in the right hand column

Of the table. All tallies are written on the line of the table opposite

the resPective tests' name.

15.7
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Checklist Step 9:

Check your work before proceeding.

Check your entries in the Final Repults Table by counting the number

of tallies for each test. The total number of tallies should be the same

for each test, and should equal the sum of the importance weights for the

features which were evaluated. If it is mit, re-do Step 8 on a sheet of

scratch paper column by column, instead of feature by feature. Again,

verify your work be seeing if the number of tallies is equal and correct.

The product of this step is a table of profiles for the tests showing

how many.first places, in-between first and second places, second places,

etc., each test earned. These overall profiles will be compared next as

the index of tests.' technical and practical quality.
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Checklist Step 10:

*Compare the profiles of rankings of the tests. Decide whether some have
markedly.better profiles. Select the better ones for detailed curilcular
analysis, eliminate any that are markedly worse than the others, and keep
theothersforpossiblefuture reference.

Refer now to the-Final Result& Table.to decide whether any of the

tests undet consideration are markedly better or worse in their overall

rankings. Either the.profile of tallies for each test may be compared,

or the tallies may be converted to percentages, if percentages are

easier to understand. To transform the tallies into percentages, simply

divide the total number of tallies, found in Step 9, into the number

of tallies in each cell or box of the table. Record the numbers. The,

resulting figures are percentages of the total number of tallies which

fall in each box. Adding across for each test, the percentages should sum

to 100% (plus or minus rounding error).

Now compare the tests. Better tests have a greater part of their

weighted ranks in the higher places, toward the left of the Final Results

Table. Tests of relatively lower quality and merit have a greater balance

of their rankings in the zero and other lower places. Small dif+ences

between tests in the balance of high and low ranks should not be seen as

significant, since the data o not come from precise physical measurement.

At this stage of test selectio the purpose is to screen out tests that

have markedly lower quality on th features which your program considers

relevant.

If there is no obvious break between the higher ranking and lower

ranking tests, you may select and &creen on the basis of your resources

for carrying out an additional step in test selection. That steo involves
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studying tests item by item and judging the items' relevance to your

currtcu4um. Stncethisanalysis is quite detailed, youwillwanttd

carry it-out 6n only a small set of tests. That consideration might

lead you to select,_ say, the three top ranking te§ts in the Final

Results Table for detailed curricular,analysis. Retain iNe other

tests in case the top three turn out to have too little relevance to

your program.

.
The methods in this module are' meant to help you find, screen, and

evaluate tests to suit your-special situation. The overall judgment

about the relative quality of tests is approached,systematically by

breakjng it into a number of simpler judgments, then combining the

results. Since these procedures are judgmental and not,precise, you

should regard them as hints for comparing tests, not as hard and fast

rules. Feel free to adapt them to your needs and resources.

1 0
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HOWTO SELECT A TEST

Comparing the technical and practical merits'of tests

Checklist

1. Select test features to evaluate, using the CSE list of features

as a guide.
2. Rate the importance of the test features to be compared, arid.

record the ratings bn the worksheet.
3. Write.the names of the tests to be compared at the top of the

worksheet, and then make copies of the fbrm for the various .

test raters.
4. Find,*in the sample test materials for all tests, the evidence

for the first test feature.

5. Arrange the tests from best to Worit,on the given feature.
Record these rankings.in the body of the worksheet.

6: For tests which are equally good on a feature, give them the
average of the ranks they would have earned if not equal. For

tests which differ, but not by much, use the given rules of

thUmb.

7. Repeat Steps 4-6 for all other test features to be evaluated.

8. Summarizeqhe rankings of all tests in the Final Results Table

at the upper right of the worksheet.
9. Check to make sure that the total number of tallies per test

in the Final Results Table is equal.
10. Compare tests' profiles in the Final Results table. Eliminate

tests, that are markedly worse. Select the better ones for

detailed analysis of their congruence with your local curriculuM

(see mOdule

i



CSE WORKSHEET FOR COMPARING TESTS' TECHNICAL AND PRACT CAL FEATURES

Month/Years

Abbreviated
Names

Steps 8-10:
Final Results: Total of, Weighted
Rankings for Each Test

Not
Acceptable

-Zero-

Rater(s)

Step
_Names/Forms/Levels of Tests Being CoMpared 1st 1-2 2nd 2-3 3rd :1-4 4th 4-5. Sal

Step 1:
TEST FEATWES

Step 2:

IMPORTANCE
WEIGHTS OF
FEATURES
3 = very imp.
2 = important.
1 = useful

Steps 5-7:
RANKDGS OF TESTS

(Enter abbreviated names. For
ties, average the-'respective ranks.)

ACCEPTABLE
Zerc,

Best Second Third Fourth Fifth
NOTES
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CSE WORKSHEET FOR COMPARING TESTS' TECHNICAL AND PRACTICAL FEATURES

Rater(s) M. Choy (except 1/4-rated by evaluator)

Step 3:

Names/Forms/Levels of Tests Being Compared

Test A (primary level)

Test p.

Test C

Step 1:
TEST FEATURES

Step 2:
IMPORTANCE
WEIGHTS OF
FEATURES
3 = very imp.
2 = important
1 = useful

Abbreviated
Names

A

Steps 8-10:
Final Results: Total of Weighted'

Rankings for Each Test
1st 1-2 2nd 2-3 3rd 3-4 4th 4-5 5th

kff
lore'

1-01

,Steps 5,7:
RANKDGS OF TESTS

(Enter abbreviated. names. For
. ties, average, the respective ranks.).

ACCEPTABLE,

I Zero
Best Second Third Fourth Fifth

Not
Acceptable

-Zero-

'NOTES

1. Clarity of skills

2. Objectivity of scoring

3. Guidelines for decision
making

164

3

3

A B

A

A

The objectives make
Test A easier to
teach toward.
The judgments Are more
clear dut for Test B.
Also, Test B .uses the
same driteriafor all
pupil response's.

If the scoring of Tes165
C were more convincing
then its dedisiori,rules
would be, too.



4. Reliability (should be rated
by a testing person)

67---surfaee-fairhess

3

6. Pilot testing

7. Curriculum indexing,

8. Alternate forms

Reliability of the
r'

decision is more useful
than reliability of'
total scores. Test C
is too low.

lined out to indicat that t
in the test se ectio proces

3 A

2

2

11

is feat re was used e
to exc ude un ccepta

rl ier

le tests

A, C

(1+2 ); 2 = 1.5
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CSE WORKSHEET FOR COMPARING TESTS' TECHNICAL AND PRACTICAL FEATURES

Month/Year

Abbreviated
Names

Steps 8-10:
Final Results: Total of Weighted

Rankings for Each Test
Not

Acceptable
-Zero-

Rater(s)

Step 3:

Names/Forms/Levels of Tests Being Compared 1st 1-2 2nd 2-3 3rd 3-4 4th 4-5 5th

Step 2:
IMPORTANCE

Steps 5-7:
RANKItsGS OF TESTS

Step 1: WELIGHTS OF (Enter abbreviated names. For
,TEST FEATURES FEATURES ties, average the respective ranks.)

3 = very imp.
2 = important

ACCEPTABLE. ,

Zero NOTES
1 = useful Best Second Third Fourth Fifth
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TESTA
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Description of test: Pupils are given pictures and/or specific oral

directions on how to respond. The oral directions, which ar.e

very simple, are designed to try to guide pup responses

so that they show specific grammatical or conceptual skills:

Responses are taped for later scoring. The test is based on

behavioral objectives, and each item is scored ohly for the skill

it is-supposed to test. The test has several levels of difficulty

roughly corresponding to certain grades

1. Clarity of skills being measured

The-following three objectives are a typical sample of how the Teacher's

Manual for Test'A describes the skills on the various levels of the test.

-Giyen a picture of a familiar object (or color or shape, etc.)

the pupil will say its name.

-Given a picture of persons or familiar objects along'with a question

word as a prompt (from the set who, where, what, why., how, and when),

the pupil will make up a question about the picture that exhibits_the

correct word order and verb forms.

-Given a picture of two or more familiar Objects, the pupil will

describe their similarities and differences_

-Given a picture of familiar objects and the oral prompt, "Where is

the (name of object)?" the pupil will respond with a phrase or

sentence that 6set the appropriate preposition of location.,(e.g., in,

ne46.
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2. Objectivity of-scoring

Items for each objective are scored only for the specific detail or

concept they are designed to measure. Directions for scoringeach skill

give examples of correct answers, incorrect answers, and problematic answers

along with explanations of each. For example, for the items that ask the

pupils to describe similarities and differences of objects, the Manual

provides acceptable and unacceptable answers for the scorer to use as models

and scores the responses on the basis of meaning (i.e., conceptual correctness),

not surface grammar.

3. Guidelines for decision making

Two levels of decision making are described by the publisher for-using

Test A: placement decisions about indiduals and diagnostic decisions about

individuals' specific skills. The publfsher suggests that pupils who get

total scores below 20% on the test be classified as failing, 20-75% as partial

mastery, and over 75%.as having mastered the content.

At the level of the individual objective, scores of 75% or less (i.e.,

6 or less correct out of the 8 items per objective), indicate that the

pupil needs more practice on that skill, the amount of practice depending,

of course, on how many errors the pupils made. These decision rules show

that a pupil classified "partial mastery" still needs work on specific oral

skills.

For pupils with scores near a borderline between two levels of classi-

fication, the publisher advises using other information for interpreting

the test,Scores. She suggests the following procedure: for pupils whose test
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scores are near a borderline of classification, give them the benefit of the

doubt if their teacher's judgment of their overall proficienc supports

the higher level of classification. Whenever teacher and tester's judgment

clearly conflict, retest, and if the conflict cOntinues, Work it out with

the teacher.

4. Reliabtlity of scoririg

The published version of Test A was administered to 500 pupils each

in grades 4 and 8 who were representative of (your students') age, SES,

geography, and dialect range in the United States. Pupils were given both

of the equivalent forms of the test. Their responses to the first form

were scored independently by two judges, and expressed as falling; partial

mastery or full mastery. Results for the two scorers were compared for

two conditions: using the test responses alone and using test responses plus

classroom teachers' judgments. For the first condition the judges agreed

in 83% of the cases. In 84% of:the cases, judges' classifications of pupils'

responses to one of the test forms agreed with their own classifications

of the same individuals' responses to the other test form, showing how

equivalent the two test forms are. ar

5. Surface fairness

A review, of the items during test development for surface fairness is

not,reported.for Test'A. .The test buyer, must study the test item by item

to judge whether the pictures, instructions, and scoring favor one group

over another or are offensive to any group.
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6. Pilot testing .

The field test version of Test A contained about twice as many items

as were needed for the production ver§ion. This draft of the test was

piloted on a nationally representative smple of students of the targeted

age, SES; geography, and dialect range. Five thousand of these pupils,

1,000 at each of grades 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 took part in the study. Faulty

items were identified by test administrators, test' scorers, and by the

developers, who examined pupils' responses. These iteffs were either repaired

or discarded, and the productioh form of the test was created from the

resulting pool of items.

7. Curriculum indexing

None

8. Alternate forms

Two parallel forms of each level of Test A are sold. Purchase of the

second form is optional.

173.
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Test B.

Description Of the test: The pupil is shown a selection of pictures

and asked to chose one to tell a story about. The pupil'

tells the story, which is taped for later scoring, and the

procedure is repeated eleven times more. The pupil's ten

best speech samples.are selected for scoring, and coring is

carried out according to a point system which gi s a specific

number of points for-each word, phrase, etc.

1. Clarity of skills being measured

Since the items are open-ended and unstructured, they measure (or

elicit) all of the speech skills at once. To improve pupils' performance

on the test, the Teacher's Guide describes exercises for practicing such

things'as intonation patterns, no , inflection, verb inflection, basic

vocabulary, contractions, asking questioris, describing events, giving oral

directions, and many more.

2. Objectivity of scoring

Scoring is done by recording pupils' oral responses, transcribing
0

them later
y

and assigning points according to a standard system. A speci-

fied number of points isgiven for each word, prirase, clause,, modifier,

partial sentence, and sentence. The manual contains step-by-step procedural

directions for deriving each pupil's measure of oral fluency, as well as

ten pages of examples of speech samples and how to score them. The examples

are chosen to 'illustrate the basic units (words, phrases, etc.), as well as

cases where the scoring might not be obvious, such as fragmentary utterances,
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3. Guidelines for decision-makina

Although individual record forms are provided On which several types

of compoOte score can be recorded, guidelines are not pi.ovided for making

classification or prescriptive decisions about individuals on the basis of

those scores.

4. Reliability of/scor'ing

The productron versidns'of both forms of Test B were given to a sample

of 1,000 pupils that !ties nationally representative of locale, dialect, And

age. Five-hundred of the pupils took the same test forifi on two_occasions,

about a week apart. The reliability coefficient for t-gst-retest was'.90.

The other pupilt were tested on both test forms during one day. Agreement ,

-of i'Odividuals' scores on the two forms was sufficient to earn a reliability

coefficient of .88.

Data are not yet 'available on the reliability of Test B with other

grOups, but the test manual gi'ves step-by-step directions for doinere-

liability studies locally and for oorming tests' locally.

5. Surface fairness

:tems for Test.B were composed by testing specialists, who had at least

two years of experience in classroom teaching at the respective grade levels.

All levels C the test were then reviewed by a national panel,of language

teachers and representatives of the target student groups. Reviewers

eliminated items for which a test taker would need special geographical,

ethnic, or socio-economic experiences, or which seemed to portray any social
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groups in a'tereotyped or prejudiced light. . The remaining items were put

together into test forms.

6. 43i1ot testing

Pilot testing of the items for Test B is not reported or described.

7. Curricular indexing

Althqugh items and scores for Test B are not cross-referenced to

published English and language arts series, the Teacher's Manual contains

ten pages of directions for preparing and conducting prescriptive activities

whir are designed to improve pupils' performance'on the test. Some of the

.1..

target skills have been mentioned above under: #1, Clarity of skills.,

8. Alternate forms

Alternate forms, consisting of different sets of stimulus pictures

are optionally offered for purchase.

1
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Description of the test: The pupiljis shown.a set of four pictures which

depict a sequence of events and is asked to,tell a story which mentions

the action in dgch pictufe. Pupils' responsei are tape record0 for

later scoring. Scoring is d6ne by making an overall judgment of,the

qualityof pupils' utterances.

. Clarity of skills being measured.

Test C calls fOr conversation0 speech samPles which are then,scoeed

in,one ovc(rall judgment. specific component skills are not identified.

2. Objectivit of scorin

The scorer 'is t6ld to listen to the pupil's entire story and categorize

the speecl,as follows:

. Failing: the meaning and sense of pupil's utterances in English is

usually unclear. Although some words may be identifiable in

English,they are put together in a faShion that obscures the

intended meaning.

-Partial:mastery: the meaning,,is clear from as little as sometimes to as

much as often, butxthe grammar shows moderate to.severe lapses

which impede communication. Pupil's speech,is.hesitant, halting,

or labored.

Full mastery: The meaning is generaly clear, and the lapses in grammar

do not often block cOmmunication. Pupil's speech is generally

smooth, not halting.
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The pupil is ready to start learning to read in English when all

the following requirements are pet:

The\ pupils' score on Test C is above the failing level;

- The pupil has the skills that are taught in any standard reading

readiness program;

- The pupil is reading words and comprehending text in the j.rimary

language at level that is appropriatt-for her grade'or age.

Reliability of scoring \-

\
The reliabiliq,of Test C, and the effectiveness of theiHolistic

Scoring Method, is strongly supported by a tryout of the test forms. 4hen

two independent judges scored the tapes of a sample of TOO test takers at

each test level, their classifications of the pupils agreed 70% of the

time. The level of agre/ ement did not vary by/more than 5% across levels

/
of pupil. //

5. Suilface fairness

The ftems and scoring rules were,reviewed by a panel of Hispanic,

Oriental, anokAme'rican Indian educators from California, New Mexico,

ArizOna, and Colorado.---Rgyiewers were asked to study' the materials for
_

possible regional, cultural, or racial,,biases:- Bad iteMs were either

revised or etiminated.,

6. Pilot testin
41

The Manual, with 'itS directions for test administration,. scoring,

and interpretation were piloted in at least three programs for each of

17a

1
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these language groups in California: Spanish (Mexican-American), Chinese

(Mandarin), and American Indian. 'After testing at least 25 pupils in

their own programs, educators in these programs suggeS,ted revisions of

\

the Manual to' improve jts clarity and practiCality.

Curriculum inClexing

None (

Alternai'e forms ,

None
%.

I\
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Glossary

An achievement test measures what the student has learned (as in
an academic field -- chemistry, English -- or as in basic skills).

5.1

An aptitude test measures a. student's potential in a specific area,
e.g., Academic, scientific, clerical, language, etc.

Behavi al objectives are goals of instruction which are stated in.
terms of recisely identified, observable behaviors.. The behaviors
are_ indi ators for teachers or evaluators of pupils' learning.

Content-Or Curricular validity establishes the'correspOndenCe\between
the content of-a test and;the content of the course for which the
test is used.

Construct validity toncerns the psthological WI:titles a test measures,
i.e., the relation between a test and explanatory concepts or theoretical
constructs. By both logical and empirical methods, the theory underlying
the teW4S-va1fdated. For example, if students-With a high level of
responsibleness are found to be more willing to acknowledge their
mistakeS-or inappropriate conduct, suo behavior may be explained by
the construdt-"IresponsT7s-: - '"

A control group, in educational-experiments, is a group .. to which the
test group is compared. The-control group mirrors the test group as
closely as possible in every aspect except that the control group does
not receive! the "treatment" given tb the test group. Differences in
the group's scores cah theff-be attributed to the differences jn
treatment.

\

Correlation is a commonly used-measure of relationship Petween t
variables or paired facts. It shows the extent of similarity in
direction ihd degree of variations in corresponilbg-PaIrs7of scOres
on two yariableS. It ranges in value from -1.00 for perfect negathve
relationship through 0.00 for-none or pure chance to +1:00 for perfect
positive relationship.

A criterion, in_the claStital psychometric sense'of the word, refers
to a level- or standard of perfOrmance. .However, the-word criterion
takes on asomewKat different meaning in the expression criterion-
referenced test where it signifies a clast of behavjors.

A criterion group is a group of indiyiduals who possess the skills or
attributes that one is attempting-to measure.

,

.

A criterionreferenceg test determines the extent to which a student
has.mastered a specified 'domain -of behavior (criterion behavior).

Criterion-relatedvalidity may be4established by examining how closely
students' 'performance on a pi.edictor test parallels their performance
on a criterion measure such as grade-point average, proficiency ratings,

or another test.
. Concurrent validity is baged on the relationship between a
predictor test and a criterion measure,when both.variables
are assessed in essentially the same time period.



. Predictive validity is obtained through dual measures
separated by a span of time. If the predictor test
successfully foretells students' performance on the
criterion measure,.it is predictively-valid.

Cultural bias in measurement refers to factors in item development,
test administration, and interpretation of results which favor or
penalize members of specific cultural groups.

5,2

_ -Curricular relevance exists when measurement coincides with the

school's goals. A useful distinction-is made between curricular
and instructional relevance.- Instructional relevance exists.when
tests measure what is actually taught in the courset. Thus,
instructionally'relevant measurement may be More sensitive to
actual practice than is meaturement of the;curriculum on paper.

- Decision errors in measurement generally refer to two particular areas-

false positives and.false negatives. ...
,

. A-false positiVe error occurs when one incorrectly adyances
an examinee (say, to a master status), believing the examinee

.
tO possess certain skills or characteristics when, in fact,
the person does nOit.

.

. kfalse negative 0.ror occurs'when an examinee it not judged
tO potsess a skill or characteristic which, in fact, the

i

examinee does potsess.

Descriptive validity refers to the extent to which a test accurately
' describes the attributes which it claims to measure. Content validity

is one aspect of descriptive validity, but non-content variables in

the affective and psychomotor dumains are included as well.

Discriminating power refers to the ability of a test to differentiate
aMong individuals who possess different levels of skill in the attribute

being measured.

Domain-referenced tests assess examinee performances with respect to
a well circumscribed area (domain) of.learner behaviors and subject-

matters to which a set of test items are referenced.

Domain selection validity-addresses the relevance of the behavioral

domain that has been chosen for a criterion-referenced test. This

procedure is similar to the construct validity associated with north-

., 7referenced tests.-

Domain specifications establish the limits of learner behaviors and,-

subject-matter content being measured by d-domaiybreferenced (criterion-

referenced) test.

Equivalent forms reliability is established by giving two formt
(equivalent or parallel) of a test to the same person and determining
the Consistency or agreement of the results.
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Face validity refers to one's inStinctive appraisal of a test; does
it look valid. Although not based on any sound analysis, if 'a test
does not look valid, it loses credibility in the viewer's eyeS,.

A frequency distribution is an.arrangement of scores gathered from
a group of individuals to show the number of scores (frequency)
falling within various intervals (distribution) on the measurement
scale being used. ;

High internal consistency (reliability) occurs when most items on a
test measure essentially the same thing. It consists of high
correlation of scores on the different items within the test.

Item analysis refers to any one of a number of-processes used in
test construction to determine the effectiveness, difficulty, and
discriminating power of an item.

Item difficulty is determined by the percentage of individuals who
get an item right. If 9inety percent of the examinees were to
answer an item correctly the item would be easy. Conversely, if only
ten percent of-the examinees were able to answer it correctly, the
item would be difficult.

Kuder-Richardson formulas constitute a widely used method of establishing
the internal consistency (reliability) of a test based on.item
inter-correlations (KR-20) or estimates of such intercorrelations (KR-21).

A local norm, as opposed to a national norm, is based on the performance
of examinees in a particular, generally not widespread, area.

A. mean ii the average score received on a test.. It is calculated by
addirTg all the scores and dividing that suM by the-number of scores.

A minimum competency test measures a particular minimum number of skills
(competencies) necessary to function effectively in the task area which
the test measures.

A norm is_the average (expected) score on a test-for the members of a
particular group.

A norm 'group-is a group of previously examined individuals from which:
one establishes a norm.

.Normal distribution refers to an ideal frequency distribution in
which the scores cluster around the mean, then taper off_at the extremes-
The phenomenon As fepfesented by a bell-shaped curve.-

A norm-referenced-test compAres (student with ,other students. Norms'

for locally (classroom), regionally, or nationally sampled comparison
groups May be established to interpret hoW one student compares to

other students.

182.
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An objective test is characterized by having a list of correct
answers whith allows-the scorer to avoid subjective evaluation
of the student's performance. Multiple-choice, true-false, and
matching item tests are examples of objective tests. Short.s_

answer and completion item tests may involve-some subjectivity,

hencl are typically not considered objective:

An 22:2121ional definition is an indicator or measure of a concept

such as achievement or self-esteem. The indicator filust be: in

terms Of some measurement or observation, like a test score.',

Process measures are best understood when compared to product :

measures. Process measures deal-with variables which occur during
instructional activities, such as the methdds the teacher-uses,
the teacher's ducational background, etc. Product measures deal

with variables. wh.ich constitute the outco es 'of instrUction,:i.e.,

that which the student has learned.

A proficiency test measures students' expertise in.a certain area,

such as in basic skills, e.g., reading, mathematics, or in a
vocational specialty, e.g.; dentistry.'

A random sample is a sample drawn without,bias.from a specified

population usually on the basis of a table of random numbers.

A raw score is the firSt quantitative result obtained when scoring a

test (frgquently the.number of correct responses).

-
Reliability refers to the consistency of a test's results.

Sensitivity to instruction, in criterion-referenced measur'ement,

indicates'the extent to which student performance on .an item can

6e tmproved by (effectiVe) instruction.

The standard deviation (S.D.) is a.measure of the dispersion or

variability of scores-ground their mean..

A standard Score is a score expressed as a deviation from the mean

in terms of the standard deviation of the dis+ibution (raw score

minuS the mean, divided by the, standard deviation).

A standardized test is one whicii has (1) a set Of prescribed directions,
foi.7INT157TTEITnistration, (2) definite rules for scoring, and

(3) horms for score interpretation.

Stanines (STAndard NINE),are a unit of a standard score sdale which

divides a distribution Of test scores. into nine segments. The mean

_is five and the standard deviation it two.

Statistical significahce describes an event's chance probability.

When, for:instance, two means are different 4nd the difference is

greater than that which would.be caused by chance alone, the differ-

ence is said to be statistically signifiCant.

1 3



5.5

Test-retest reliability occurs when the same test is readministered

to the same students after a time interval and produces consistent

results.

Test specifications describe the behavioral domain being assessed

by a criteriort-,or a norm-referenced test. These specifications

typically range in descriptive precision.

Yalidity refers to the extent to which a test accomplishes the task

for which It was .intended.
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GENERAL INTRODUoTION TO.TRAINNG SESSION

1. Description of materials in the participant notebook:

a. Modules 1 and 2; dealing with test development
b. Modules 3 andel; dealing with test selection

c- Glossary of terms used in testing and instruction.

2. Purpose of training session:

a. To introduce participants, through discussion and activities, to
test development procedures,. This session consists.of activities
in domain-referenced test specification and consti.uction. It will

involve the materials in (1) Module 1 - Domain-Referenced Testing,
in which the domain specifications are laid out. Participants
develop a domain specification during the session. (This kind of
specification generates'rules for the construction of test items
specifically geared-to the instructional domain); and (2) Module

The Item Rating Scale, which provides for systematic examina-
tion of a pool of items to see how well they fit the intentions of
the domain specification that was developed to guide their genera-
tion. Participants will rate a sample of items for their goodness
of fit with their.specifications

b._ Modules 3 and 4, dealing with test selection, are intended to
provide guidance to people who want to select (standaridized)
tests. Module 3 provides step-by-step provedures for comparing
tests' relevance* to a given curriculum, as well as practice

'exercises in tHegomparison process. Module. 4 provides step-by-step
procedures for-Comparing tests' technical and practical merits.,
as wells.as practice exercises in the comparison process.

, /

3( 'Preamble to Modules 1 and 2, DOmain-Referenced Testing.

1

Domain-referenced testing can helR in the development of tests which
satisfy several important criteria:

,

a. Publicness - all involved understand what material wil,1 be. covered

-. in instruction, what is:expected, what will be,required
and'studied, what will be tested and how, how the test
results can 'de used. ,

. . /

b.. Economy \'-i- Tne tests are economical in terms of'MOney, student ,

, and teacher time, student and teacher anxiety.

c: Instructional ./
Sensitivity-'the tests are responsive to instructional interven--

tion; they have a-speCific decision-imakifig:purpose.
-.1

,



e.

d. Meaningful-
ness - the tests are of significance and value to those who

give them as well as those who take them.

e. Emphasis - given their deliberate congruence with instructional

concerns, the tests are intended to supplement, and
not to supplant, other less formal measures used by
classroom teachers, such as judgment and observation.

Other advantages and purposes of domain-referenced testing which are related
to the above attributes:

a. Stating expectations to students (and the process of teachers and other
staff writing the domain specifications):

reduces anxiety on the part of the student

takes the mystery out of the test and the testing procedure

allows both teacher and student tp,Concentrate on teaching and
learning

' places or affirms the responsibility of students to direct theirNN
own learning to wdefined body of knowledge

b. -Keeps the teacher focused on hjs or'her own most important concepts
or facts and allows the teacher to concentrate on the most effective
processes'which will bring aboutlearning (because the content has
already been decided upon),

c. Adaptability - the content remains the same, whfle the processes of
presenting the materials can vary dependin§ on the age, skills, inter-
ests, and background of the students (and of the teacher).

d. Fairness and content validity to students and to the teacher; the pro-
cess helps ensure validity of tests; teachers and students know what

is expected of them; tests provide a more valid measure of what stu-
dents know.

e., Teachers haVe control of what will be taught (e.g., content must be
teacheable to the particular class of students).

f. The test supplements teacher judgment and provides'-an excellent con-
text for feedback to the student (what,the studenehas learned as
well as what still heeds to be learned) as' well as to the teacher.

g. The vrocess of specification, item writing, and item validation
helps foster a sense of local ownership of the testing process, in
that the-validity and relifability of the tests are influenced by
the local curriculum and the context-in which it operates.

187
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MODULE 1: DOMAIN SPECIFICATIONS. Approximate tiMe - 1 1/2 hours

A. INTRODUCTION

Step 1:

a. Introduce yourself (and any other sta f working with you)

b. Find out the range of people in the gr up; e.-., how many
teachers? principals? administrators? esearchers? evalua-
tors? testing specialists? university oersonnel? etc. The
mix of people_in the group should deterMine the tone and
focus of the presentation.

Step 2:

a. Describe the scope of the module and the activitiesInvolved.

b. Purpose/Focus:

what is a domain?

why is it specified?

how is it specified (point out that the e will be a group
exercise in which a domain specification will actually be
written)

Step 3:

a. Examples if domain-referenced test content. These examples
are intended to give the igroup a general ide of how domain
specification focuses on ;those aspects of the domain in which
students will be taught and,tested.

1. Writing a paragraph.(or identifying a palrgraphl

a. main idea
b. supporting details
c. sentence form; first sentence incrente
d. spelling, punctuation, grammar, handw iting (for

constructed response)

2. Writing a friendly letter (or identifying e)

a: format (date, salutation, closimg, sig ature)
b. content (friendly, newsy, inqutry, thank-you)
c.. spelling, etc. (if the letter is a constructed response

3. Addition facts
-

a. recognition of whole numbers (and concepts of whole numbers)



b. single-digit whole numbers
c. word problems (to what extent Will language be in-

volved in the teaching examples, in the pantfdular
problems students will solve and in the test problems)

4. Identification of mammals

a. self-regulating body temperature
b. usually with hody hair
c. nursingof their young
d. many spedies, including humans

5. Identification of triangles

a. three sides
b. straight sides
c. closed-shape

Step 4:

4

a. -Amplify the triangle example tosuggest instructional implica-
tions of-domain-specificationsA Le., discuss domain specifica-
tions as a means of_identifyfng critical features of instruction
and testing. In this example, yOu will be dfscussing some of
the critical features,thatfiuld be used in teaching,and testing
students in identifying triangles. Fqr example:

What are"the critical features that define triangles?

three sides

straight sides

closed shape

What kinds.of discriminations do you want students to be able to.

mike? H

,. isosceles triangles

1 equilateral triangles

right triangles

What conditions or barriers do you wish students to be able to
cope with?

triangles standing on their bases as opposed to thefr vertices

use of colOr as a distractor
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----
-----b. Encourage the participants to respond to the above kinds of

questions relating to triangle identification so that the
whole group evblves the critical features in the identifica-
tion.

Keep the group focused on the notion of what you describe
as testable must also be teachable.

If there is a blackboardin the room write up thb group-
developed identification feat es; or use a blank transpar-
ency.

Step 5:

Explain and discuss the components of domain specifications as they
are presented in the participant materials:

point out the materials in the prose section describing domain
specifications, pp. 1.1 - 1.8. These materials may be read

later.

point out the activity worksheets the participants will be
using in the group exercise, pp. 1.9 -1.19.

point out the sample domain specifications, pp. 1.20 - 1.33;
the annotated\cognitive domain taxonomy, p. 1.34; and the
suggested sourtes of objectives and goals, pp. 1.35 - 1.37.

Step 6:

Acknowledge that domain specifications or criterion-referenced test
specifications can come in a variety of forms and still contain the

same informatiOn. The participants may be familiar with Popham's
InstructionaliObjectives Exchange OM abbreviated specifications,
for example, pr they may have district versions. In discussing the

components (e.g., domain description, content limits, eic.), you can

refer back to \the components generated for the triangle example.

Step 7:

Discuss the components of domain specification. For this step,-use

the overhead transparencies numbered 1.1 - 1.12 as an aid in your

presentation. These transparencies correspond to (1) pp. 1.4 - 1.8

in the participant materials and describe:

the domain description (transparency 1.1)

content limits (transparencies 1.2 and 1.3)
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and

and

distractor domain

response criteria

format

directions

sample item

(transparency 1.4)

(transparencies 1.5 and 1.6)

(transparency 1.7)

(transparency 1.8)

(transparency 1.9)

(2) pp. 1.20 - 1.21 and 1.26 - 1.33 in the participant materials
show fully worked examples of domain specifications for:

grade 5 English, selected response

grade secondary Life Science, selected
and constructed responses

(transparency 1.10)

(transparencies 1.11 - 1.12)

These transparencies are intended to give the group an 'idea of the
features of domain specification, what their task will be in the
exercise when they write a domain specification, as well as what
their written domain specification could look like.

B. GROUP EXERCISE - WRITING A DOMAIN SPECIFICATION

Step 8:

Now that the group is ready to write a domain specification, have
them make the decisions described on pp. 1.9 - 1.10 in their
materials; these decisions relate to:

the subject area and objective which will provide the content
of the specifications. The objective chosen should be one of
the four examples listed on p. 1.11.

the grade level of the intended testing audience.

the difficulty level of the test. See the taxonomy on p. 1.34

in the participant materials.

the kind of item to be treatpd in the specifications. The

group should decide if they want to develop specifications for
a selected response or a constructed response.

You should keep the group. working together.as these decisions are

made. For purposes of the exercise, it will probably be easier

for you and the group if a selected response decision is made. If

the group cannot agree on a grade, suggest some central grade, such
as 6 or 7, as a compromise.
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Step 9:

When the group dectsions have been made, have the participants

turn to the worksheets in their materials. These worksheets

begin on p. 1.12 and run to p. 1.19. These are the pages on

'which the participant write their specifications.

The group-=thould be evolving the specification together; i.e.,

consensus should be-reached in each area before going on to the

next. Obviously, things may bog down unless you keep the group

moving along. It will help if you use a blackboard to develop

the specification whfle the group work on their notebdoks; or

use a blank transparency.

While the groups are working on a particular component of their

specification, e.g., domain description, content limits, etc.,

re-show the corresponding transparency that goes with this

module, so that the participants have a guickreference to the

features of each task in the specification process.

Step 10:

Each disagreement among group members should be an opportunity to

stress the instructional and testing linkages in domain specifi-

cation; e.g., Do you want to teach this? Can you teach this? Is

that actually a different objective?

Step 11:

When the group reaches the content limits section briefly reiterate

the difference between selected and constructed response item

types, and the differences involved inwriting content limits for

each (different emphases). Based on the previously made group
decisions, the participants will be working on only one of these

item type.

Step 12:

When the group reaches the distractor domain sections, the dif-

ference between selected and constructed response tem and speci-

fication needs should be briefly reiterated. Again, based on the

earlier decisions, the-group will be working with only one of these

components.

Step 13:

When the group reaches the format, directions and sample item

sections, do not let them past these off too lightly. Consider

the complexity and structural needs of the directions. Consider

the labelling and constructing of the item set-up. Consider

the importance of these sections in constructed items (e.g., oral

tests, performance tests, demonstrations).
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If there is time left at the end of the module, you may wish

to take the group back over the materials and this time work

in the item mode that was not used the first time through.

This might also be an incentive for the group to keep moving

along during the first go through.

Step 14:

Wrap-up and questions and answer period. If there is time

remaining, you might start a discussion of how this module

might be used in subsequent in-service.

11 3



MODULE 2: ITEM RATING SCALE. Approximate time = 1 1/2 hours

A. INTRODUCTION

Step (only if you did not run Module 1 with the group)

a. Introduce yourself (and any other staff working with you)

b. Find out the 'hange of Reop1e in the group; e.g., how many
teachers? principals? administrators? researchers? evaluators?
testing specialists? university personnel? etc. The mix of
people in the group should determine the tone and focus of
the presentation.

Step 2:

a. Describe the ope of the module and the activities involved.

b. Purposes/Focus'

the implicationsof domain-reference testing; to include
specificatt66s,itemdevelopmeLit, item review for fit with
the, written sOecifications.

how may one judge the quality of the items written based
on the dpmain specification?

what kinds of judgments can be made about items and how
can they (or the specifications, if appropriate) be re-
vised?

need for a judgment system that suggests areas of revision
in'the item or the specification, as opposed to judgments
by experts or review panels which may not fulfill the needs
for systematic and informative review. The Item Reviewh
Scale (IRS) is intended to help fill this need. (Point out

that there will be a group exercise in which items will be
compared with their domain specifications and rated for
goodness of fit.)

Step 3:

Explain and discuss the components of the IRS as they are presented
in the participant materials:

point out the materials in the prose section discussing the
IRS, pp. 2.1 - 2.4. These materials may be read at a later time.

point out the explanations of the IRS on pp. 2.5 - 2.11. These

pages will be discussed during the module.

point out the exercise activities on p. 2.12 (rating sheet to be
used in the exercise); and pp. 2.13 - 2.17, or 2.21 - 2.25, or

9
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2.26 - 2.31 (domain specifications and items to be rated). Ad-

ditional copies of the rating sheets are on pp. 2.18 - 2.20.

Step 4:

a. Discuss the components of the IRS. For this step, use the
overhead transparencies numbered 2.1 - 2.13'as an aid in your

presentation. These transparencies correspond to pp. 2.5 - 2.11

in the participant materials. Each transparency breaks out a

tingle component of the item rating scale as follows:

suggested rating guidelines for using
the IRS (transparency 2.1)

domain description

content limits - selected response
items

(transparency 2.2)

(transparency 2.3)

content limits - constructed -(transparency 2.4)

response items

distractor limits (selected response (transparency 2.5)

only)

response criteria (contructed
response only)

P

format

directions

sample item

linguistic complexity
7

thinking complexity

overall item rating sheet

guide for interpreting ratings

(transparency 2.6)

(transparency 2.7)

(transparency 2.8)

(transparency 2.9)

(transparency 2.10)

(transparency 2.11)

(transparency 2.12)

(iransparency 2.13)

b. While you are showing the transparencies, point out that the

statements listed under each category are intended to guide

the,raters in his/her consideration of the degree of match be-

tween the test writer's intention (i.e., the specifications)

and the item itself.

For participants who are not familiar with the selected or
constructed response item forms, a brief explanation of the

difference in items and domain specifications will be neces-

sary (refer to Module 1).

193-
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C. Point out to the participants that the IRS uses each com-
ponent of domain specification as a.rating section; i.e.,

domain description, content limits, distractor limits or

response criteria; format; directions; and sample item.

In this way, an item can be rated against the specific rule

prescribing each feature. Point out that in addition to the

above domain specifications, which are identical to those
treated in module 1, the IRS also includes two other,cate-

gories for rating the match between an item and the,specifi-

cation. ,These are linguistic complexity and thinking com-

pl%xity. These categories are intended to provide a screen

for those features of an item that are not described and

limited,in the domain specification, but which are likely to

have an effect on the difficulty of the item. :In such cases,
the intentions of the specification may not be realized.

Point out that there is also an overall-item rating sheet,

and a guide for completing the rating.

d. When you have shown and briefly discussed each of the trans-

parencies once, have the participants turn to the overall

item rating sheet in their materials (p. 2.10) and re-exhibit

the corresponding transparency (2.12). Explain the weightings

and the ten-point scale used to rate each section in the IRS.

At this point, you may also wish to re-exhibit the transparency

showing the suggested rating guidelines (2.1), and use both

transparencies as an aid in discussing the scoring system.

Then have the participants turn to the guide for interpreting

ratings (p. 2.11) while you re-exhibit the corresponding trans-

parency. Use the guide for discussing the decision rules for

item revision (or domian specification revision if appropriate).

B. GROUP EXERCISE - RATING ITEMS AGAINST THEIR DOMAIN SPECIFICATIONS

Note: This activity can become bogged down in discussion and argumenta-

tion as raters express their scores for any given category. This can

be (and should be at first) used to refer again to the value of domain

specifications in limiting and defining the content and conditions of

tests (and by implication, of instruction). You might suggest that

differences voiced may be the result of differences in personal value

or emphasis placed on'the same factor by people tn the group. You might

also point out that when all raters are working in the same content and

value system (e.g., at the level of the individual school or possibly

the district) the IRS has yielded high levels of reliability or consis-

tency among raters.

Keep reditecting the participants to the domain specification that they

are rating items against in the exercise. Often participants rate

against their own standards rather than thoSe given them to use for the

exercise.
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Step 5:

Have the group decide on the sample domain specification and

items that they would like to rate. Depending on the particular
subject matter familiarity of the majority of the group, you may

wish to use the English-punctuation specification (pp. '2.13 - 2.14)

and its corresponding items (pp. 2.15 - 2.17); or the Elementary
mathematics-set theory specification (pp. 2.21 - 2.22) and its
co6.esponding items (pp. 2:23 - 2.25); or the Elementary science-
geology specification (pp. 2.26 - 2.27) and its corresponding

items (pp. 2.28 - 2.32).

Step 6:

After the group has decided on which specification/items to rate,

have them remove the worksheet from their materials (p. 2.12).

Briefly go over how to use the rating sheet in rating the item

against the specification.

If there are no questions, you can begin to walk through the

exercise.

Step 7:

Have the partieipants read the specification they have selected to

work with and the items that go with the specification.

Step 8:

When the participants are familiar with the specification/items,

have them focus specifically on the first item wirtten for the

specification.

Go back to the transparencies that go with this module and flash

the first category (i.e, domain description - transparency 2.2),

and lead a discussion of the item through the statements listed for

that category.

NOTE: In the past, some participants have mistakenly begun to rate

the sample item that is included with the specification. Avoid this

problem by ensuring that all participants are lookiu at the first

test item written for the specifications, and not the sample item

that was used to help generate the pool of items.

Step 9:

Ask different people for their rating of the item against the category

of domain description. If many participants are hesitant or if there

is too great a range in responses, show the suggested'rating guidelines

on the overhead again, and ask participants to elaborate the flaws and

the degree of seriousness with which they think these flaw violate the

'domain specifications.
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Step 10.:

Eventually, ask the group if anyone is unhappy or unable to live
with a particular score (choose the most popular rating). Bring

the group to consensus and have then enter the rating on their sheets.

Still using the first test item, move on to the next rating category
exhibiting the appropriate transparency, repeat step 9, and eventually
bring the group to consensus on the second category.

Repeat the above process for each category on the rating scale until
the first item has undergone the complete cycle. Then compute the

overall rating for that item.

NOTE: Make sure that the group includes the weighting system where
appropriate (i.e., content limits; distractor domain/response cri-
teria; and thinking complexity).

Sometimes a participant may uncover a flaw in the item-tpecification
match that either reflects mainly upon the specification or that is
best dealt with in a different category of the IRS (e.g., thinking
complexity). For subjects best dealt with in other categories, ask
'the participant to wait and see if the other category picks up that
particular concern.

Step 11:

Point out that the interpretation guidelines inclucte suggestions to
reconceptualize or restructure both the item and the specifications;
that is, it is not always the item that must be revised. The item
may be appropriate for the intended testing situation and the speci-

fications are somewhat off target and therefore need to be clarified.

Don't be appalled at low ratings that may come up. Raters often

tend to be harsh critics; also, the example items were deliberately
marred in certain places.

For example, if your group used the English-punctuation specifi-
cation and items to rate (or perhaps even if they did not) point
out the potential problems with items 1 - 3 for this specification

in terms of thinking complexity. The first prompt for items 1 - 3

is often identified as being too complex in terms of required
comprehension for the sixth grade level. Participants often bring
up the difficulty of recognizing the loudspeaker as a voice re-

quiring quotation marks.

Step 12:

Ask the participants to turn to the interpretation guide (p. 2.11)

and discuss the rating given to the item rated in steps 9 and 10 and
how this rating might be interpreted. Discuss the changes in the
item or the specification that the group may recommend.
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If there is sufficient time, have the participants rate another

item or two from the specifications previously used in steps 9

and 10.

If there is time to do this, point out the importance of rating

each item separately against all the rating categories, rather

than rating an item on the first category, then rating another

item on the first category, and so forth. The principle reason

for rating each item separately against each category before

beginning to rate another item is that we want to have each item

rated independently of the other items in the pool. When items

are rated against the same catègory at the same time, the ratings

given to one of the items may tend to influence the ratings given

to another item. In this way potentially good items may be kicked

out.

If participants do'have time to go through the second rating pro-

cess, s ve some time to discuss the various ratings given.

Step 13:

Wrap up and question and answer period. Remind participants of the

extra rating sheets and additional example materials that they can

use later.
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MODULE 3: COMPARING THE RELEVANCE OF TESTS TO"A GIVEN CURRICULUM

Approximate time for this Module: 2 hours if participants rate the entire
sample test, 1 1/2 hours if the leader only walks them through the first
two objectives.

A. INTRODUCTION

Step 1:

Intoduce yourself

DiscU\ss the scope and sequence of this module, which will consist of:

1. short oral introduction and discussion

2. introduction'to materials

3. demonstration of procedures with the first two objetives

4. participants-finish rating 41e sample test

5. discuss how to use'the output from the ratings

Step 3: 1,

Intended audiences: teachers, cUrriculum specialists, and anyone
who will coordinate or supervise test selection.

Set the context for this module; for example:

- the functions and limits of testing in evaluation
- mention earlier stages in test selection, such as:

circling whether to test
picking domains to test
choosing test functions (survey, diagnosis, mastery,
aptitude, etc.)
identifyingavailable tests
screening tests from information in secondary sources
ordering speOmen sets
screening sample test materials for disqualifying
characteristics such as cultural, geographical, or
dialectal biaSes
comparing the Surviving tests' technical and practical merits
the importance \of attending closely to tests' content when
choosing a MeasUre to use in a local program

200
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Step 5:

Describe Contents of notebook

A written explanation of the checklist for review, self instruction,
and teaching to others. Explain that you will be giving this infor-
mation orally in the workshop, do not have them read.it (pp. 3.1 -
3.25).

Checklist to compare tests' relevance to a given curriculum (p. 3.26).

A partially filled-in worksheet to use in the workshop exercise (pp.
3.27 - 3.30).

A fully worked example worksheet, based on the exercise materials.
It serves also as feedback for the exercise (pp. 3.31 - 3.34).

A blank worksheet for local reOroduction or modification (pp. 3.35 -
3.37).

All-American Test of Reading Cbmprehension, a mock-up '(pp. 3.38 - 3.46).

Step 6:

EXERCISE: Using these materials: the All-American Test, the partially
filled-in worksheet, and the one-page checklist. (90 minutes)

Step 7:

Using a transparency of the worksheet, skim through the steps in the
checklist. Introduce the final ratings as what you ar working toward.

Step 8:

Briefly describe Step 1. Discuss the importance of Step 1, which for

this exercise has been carried out already. The listing of an/imaginary

curriculum has been done for the participants. Step 2 also has been done

for them. At this point emphasiie,the importance of teachers and cur-
riculum coordinators as,test ratert\- that is, people who are intimately
familiar with the real cUrriculum and with pupils' capabilities.

Step 9:

Have them carry out Step 3, counting and recording program skills.

Step 10:

Lead the group in doing importance ratings, Step 4, on the
two of the programCskills on the parttally worked rating sheet.

Step 11:

After taking questions, have them finish rating the importance of

the sample program skills.



Step 12:

Mention Steps 5 and 6, duplicating the rating sheet, labelling it,

and indexing the test jtems, which have already been done on the

partially worked sample worksheet. Have them do Step 7, counting

and recording the number of items on the test.

Step 13:

Walk them through Steps 8 and 9 with the items for the first two

objectives. Items for the first'objective are designed to illus-

trate the dimensions of content, and the typ sets of items for the

second objective illustrate item format and solution processes.

Step 14;

Walk them through Step 10, multiplying the ratings, for the first

two objectives. At this point acknowledge the detailed nature of

the process and discuss these two points:

the process'is easier to do than to hear about, and it becomes

much easier with a little practice

the process is designed so that all of the many component

judgments are recorded and their effects carried through to

the final ratings of a test. In. more impressionistic or

intuitive methods of judging tests, the component decisions

may get ignored,'lost,,,tir mis-remembered.

Step 15: N.

Have the group carry out Steps 8, 9 and 10 on the rest of the sample

test materials. Try to meander through the audience to answer ques-

tions, get .a feel for the process, etc.

Step 16:

At some predetermined time, stop everyone for questions and discus-

sion. Then walk them through computing the final ratings.

Step 17:

On a traniparency, go over the test ratings (i.e., Grand Averages,

Indices of 6Verages, and Indices of Relevance) and discuss how to

use them for comparing tests' curricular relevance (i.e., what their

indices mean for pu?pos_eSPf comparison).#__

CLOSING OR TRANSITIONAL REMARKS!

202
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MODULE 4: COAPARING THE TECHNICAL AND PRACTICAL MERITS OF TESTS

Approximate time for this module: 90 minutes maximum

A. INTRODUCTION

Step 1:

Introduce yourself

Step 2:

Discuss the scope and seqUence ofthis module, which will consist of:

1. short oral introduction and discussion

2. introduction to matertals-:

3. demonstration of procedures with a couple of test features

4. participants finish rating the sample materials

5. discuss how to use the Final Results Table

iteP

Intended audiences: Anyone who will take part in or supervise

the process of selecting tests, including.:

teachers ,

test administrators
testing specialists
evaluators

Step 4:

Set the context for module, for example:

1. the role'of testing ib evaluation

2. mention earlier stages in test selection, such as:

deciding whether to test
picking domaiRs.to test
choosing test Yunctions (survey, diagnosis, mastery,

aptitude, ets.)
-identifying available tests
screening tests from information in secondary sources

ordering specimen sets
screening sample test materials for disqualifying character-

istics such as cultural, geographical, or dialectal biases.

203
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Step 5:

Describe contents:

1. A written explanation of the checklist for review, self-instruc-

tion, and teaching to others. Explain that you Will be giving

this information orally in the workshop; do not have them read

it (pp. 4.1 - 4.19).

2. Checklist to compare the technical and practical merits of tests

T47277--

3. Three copies of a worksheet for carrying out the.steps on the

checklist.

Two blank worksheets, one for reproducing or modifying.locally

(pp. 4.25 - 4.26) and one for use in the workshop exercise

(pp. 4.21 - 4.22).

A fully worked example that is based on the Ocercise materials.

It serves as a model and a feedback to th participants

(pp. 4.23 - 4.24).

Descriptions of three imaginary tests, Tests A, B, and C

(pp. 4.27 - 4.36).

Step 6:

EXERCISE: Using these materials: 'the checklist, the partially filled-

in worksheet, and the information on fictional Tests A, B,

and C.

Step 7:

Give a general idea of the procedure. Encourage discussion throughout.

First, orally refer to the familiar practice of ranking things*

as best, second, third.

Then, introduce the.notion of test features.

Combine these two notions into ranking tests with respect to

individual features.

Step 8:

Using,a transparency of the worksheet, introduce the worksheet, and

then show how it serves to record your rankings of tests, feature by

feature.

204
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Step 9:

Discuss Checklist Step 1, noting that the annotated list of features

(ih the participant!s materials) is an aid to this step, and noting

that the choice of features to be evaluated is made locally, varying

from/one testing purpose tq another.

Introduce the features which are pre-selected for the exercise,

noting that #5 is excluded.

Step 10:

Introduce the importance weighting of features (Step 2) and walk

through the weighting of the features #1 (Clarity of skills) and

#7 (Curriculum indexing).

Step 11:

Have them do Step 3.

Step 12:

Walk through Steps 4 and 5 for the first feature.

Step 13:

Walk through Steps 4, 5, and 6 for feature #8 (Alternate forms).

Step 14:

Let them compare, the tests on the remaining features and record

their rankings (Step 7).

Step 15:

After they finish, explain 'how to' summarize/the rankings in the

\

Final Retults Table (Step 8).

Step 16:..
j

Explain how to check the accuracy of the\F2inal Results Table (Step

9).

Step 17:

Discuss how to make decisions with the Final Results Table (Step 10)J

CLOSING OR TRANSITIONAL REMARKS

203-
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